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ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The Information Age, often known as the Digital Age, has ushered in new opportunities for
women to advance their status in society. Through easier access to varied communication and
information technologies (ICTs), women throughout the world have opportunities to improve their
educational, health and economic status and have gained access to decision-making roles.
Advances in ICTs have likewise facilitated the rise of transnational networks that transcend
national boundary and have an impact on public policy, private attitudes and behavior across
societies.

The Information Age is similarly marked by challenges in the protection and promotion of
women’s human rights precisely because of these technological innovations. The increase in
the incidence of transnational sex and labor trafficking in recent years has been attributed to the
use by criminal syndicates of digital technologies. The uneven access to information and
communication technologies by women across different geographic and social settings has
implications on women’s access to economic opportunities as well as leadership positions in
their communication.

In the context of the arguments stated above, the University of the Philippines (UP), the Asian
Association of Women’s Studies (AAWS), and the Women’s Studies Association of the
Philippines (WSAP) agreed to undertake the task of organizing a forum for its discussion. The
key people at the helm who were in constant communication with one another (Dr. Carolyn I.
Sobritchea and Dr. Sylvia Estrada-Claudio from UP Center for Women’s Studies; Dr. Chang
Pilwha from AAWS; and Dr. Helen F. Dayo and Dr. Rhodora Bucoy from WSAP) saw it as a
moment to seize in conducting said forum with the timely holding of the 3rd Congress of the
Asian Association of Women’s Studies in 2013, as well as that of the 9th National
Conference of the Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines also in the same year.
The date was finally set on December 9 to 12, 2013 at GT-Toyota Asian Cultural Center, Asian
Center, University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines.

The mechanics of the forum were deliberately discussed and the objectives formulated as
follows:

1. To ascertain the state of Asian Women’s Studies in the context of social transformations
brought about by the onset of the Information Age;

2. To explore new ways of understanding the intersections of gender issues in the
Information Age;

3. To formulate ways of enhancing the methodologies and pedagogies or Women’s Studies
in addressing current gender and women’s concerns;

4. To strengthen the Women’s Studies network and research collaboration among
academics, policy researchers, and students in Asia.

Guided by the conference objectives, the Congress came out with the current developments in
social transformations characterizing the Information Age and affected gender equality across
Asian communities. It also brought up how the current pedagogies and methodologies of
Women’s Studies led to a closer understanding of the conditions and transformations of women
experiences in this period of the 21st century.
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About 28 participants came from across the seas (Australia, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, India,
South Korea, Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Iran), while 74 represented the local regions in the
Philippines.
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WELCOME REMARKS

Dr. GISELA P. CONCEPCION
Vice-President for Academic Affairs

University of the Philippines

Represented by

Prof. RHODORA AZANZA
Assistant Vice-President for Academic Affairs Director

Office of Institutional Linkages (OIL)
University of the Philippines

PROFESSOR RHODORA AZANZA, Assistant Vice-President for Academic Affairs, gave the Welcome Remarks,
in behalf of Dr. Gisela P. Concepcion, Vice-President for Academic Affairs, University of the Philippines.

She underscored the importance of this conference in the light of its relevance to the advancement of the Informa-
tion, Communication and Technology (ICT), which made possible the flow and pace of information globally at the
rate and speed unthinkable many years ago.

Given this modern technology, she said that knowledge-based decisions that are critical for NGOs and GOs and
common people, regardless of gender and race, have benefited and improved lives in many parts of the world.

Noting the availability, clarity and credibility of information to everyone at the present time, the foremost concern of
people in the government and nongovernment organizations, she emphasized, should be to make use of ICT in
protecting lives, especially when disaster strikes, and then, even during and after each time of disaster.

In the recent world academic summit, Professor Azanza mentioned in particular, that the greatest number of
scientists converge to discuss the world’s greatest challenge and agreements regarding food, environment, peace
and security.

Women, she cited, can play varied roles and lead roles in many fields of endeavor, including politics, economics,
education, health, etc. Proof of this claim, she stressed, could now be seen in most offices in government and
private sectors in the Philippines.

She, however, cautioned them that while women can now lay claim victory over these developments, much work
still remains to be done in terms of reaching out to the less privileged in transforming their social conditions.

She therefore challenged the audience to use all forms of linkages to access the benefits that can be derived from
the information age.

Finally she extended her warmest congratulations to the organizers for holding such a relevant undertaking and
wished all a successful conference..

Leaving a word for the foreign delegates, she urged them to appreciate the Philippine culture and its hospitality
before leaving the country.
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OPENING REMARKS

Dr. CHANG PILWHA
President, Asian Association of Women’s Studies

Ewha Womans University
Seoul, South Korea

PROFESSOR CHANG PILWHA ENJOINED THE AUDIENCE to join her in a silent prayer for the victims of
Yolanda Typhoon which claimed many lives, young and old, and washed away the homes of many families in
Tacloban City.

She then expressed her sincere thanks to the organizers for holding the conference despite the many obstacles
faced by the country brought about by the recent typhoon.

As she had always shown in the past, she was very glad to meet colleagues—old and new—and council members
at this gathering beginning with the 2007 conference in Seoul, which was attendeithd by 12 participating countries
and eventually developed into international women’s studies w 521 individual members from 19 institutions.

From that time on, she said that she has been enjoying the pleasure of getting to know all the wonderful col-
leagues in Asia who have invested time, trust, and interest in promoting women’s studies in many countries in
Asia.

This meeting, according to her, was not just an academic network for women’s studies majors only, but covers as
well women’s concerns involving multi-disciplines affecting women’s lives.

Women scholars, she cited, are those who analyze women’s position in a society in terms of social structures,
while those in the academic network are involved in open knowledge and sharing and/or exchange of such in a
community.

The present age, she stressed, requires women “to push and to put our hearts in, push to change our brains with
mobile calculators ... and are warned that if we act with emotions, women would lose their credibility.”

She thus warned the audience, as a result thereof, of losing “our passion and direction, increasingly lose tough
with nature, and, to that degree, our world narrows down into the confines of just their four corners.”

The exchange of ideas, she said, must continue for women to collaborate and create new knowledge. This will
enable women to develop a clearer vision for a better world, a world that they know clearly and are inter con-
nected, ... where they learn to respect each other, and their right to life.

She hope women’s studies in Asia contributes something in our dialogue, discussion, the sameness and differ-
ences of ourselves

Professor Pilwha expressed her hope that through discussion and dialogue in the conference, every one would
learn to find some alternative paradigms for economic, social and gender justice that does not discriminate against
gender, class, race, ethnicity, region and age.

These, she emphasized, are precisely what women must be aware of in considering the context of diversity and
multi-layered scope of women’s lives,— which are outlined in the objectives of women’s studies in Asia.

As things stand now, she mentioned, the transnational practice of critique in research are rooted in local and
various religions and diverse thoughts of women that should be future path for Asian women’s studies.

The meeting, she said, was a great opportunity for all present to go a step forward towards creating a paradigm of
theory and practice within these four days... and continue their journey.
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OPENING REMARKS

Dr. RHODORA M. BUCOY
Vice-President, Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines

University of the Philippines Cebu
Cebu, Philippines

AS CO-ORGANIZERS OF THE CONGRESS/CONFERENCE, PROF. RHODORA BUCOY, Vice-President of the
Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines (WSAP), was glad to be a party in welcoming the member
participants of WSAP and the members of its counterpart in the Association of Asian Women’s Studies (AAWS).

She mentioned that this was also a great day for every one because it marked the anniversary of the founding of
WSAP 25 years ago, by teachers, researchers and activists, whose main objective was to promote the women’s
framework in education. And this, she said, was made more significant because they were joined by their “sisters”
in neighboring countries in Asia.

This had, indeed, she elatedly announced, was a wonderful sign that (the WSAP) network has reached globally
and that it has made a great stride in raising awareness of gender disparities of the continuing marginalization of
women.

For one, the association, she said, has made great strides in engendering curriculum, production of new knowl-
edge and influencing policies to achieve MDG goal on gender equality. It had also offered resources to  [Philip-
pine] Commission of Higher Education in strengthening policies on gender policies and to the Philippine Commis-
sion of Women (formerly the National Commission on the Role of Women [NCRFW]) in mainstreaming gender in
the government.

She then mentioned those achievements as follows: sustained capacity-building for women, training children,
public officials, gender focal persons, teachers, etc. In addition, she added that WSAP was instrumental in building
Gender Resource Center(s) (GRCs) in many regions (in the Philippines) and organizing Gender and Develop-
ment (GAD) specialists outside Metro Manila.

For these, Professor Bucoy took pride in those accomplishments and looked forward to a brighter challenging
future.

All said, she officially opened the conference, expressing hopes in meeting the challenges confronting them that
lie ahead during the four-day period.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR WOMEN STUDIES:
Claiming Women’s Voices and Spaces in a Digitized World

Dr. GRACE J. ALFONSO
Chancellor, Open University
University of the Philippines

IN HER KEYNOTE ADDRESS, DR. GRACE ALFONSO, Chancellor of the Open University, University of the
Philippines,  stressed three points regarding the theme of the conference. First, she said that digitized world has
ushered in a fast emerging new culture of learning and teaching, of sharing resources and the strong view of
learners, teachers, researchers as co-creators of academic texts for new knowledge opening up many opportuni-
ties. Second, she shared with the audience that the UP Open University, together with her on-line class on gender
and multimedia, is completely on-line. The third refers to the challenges that they will have to deal with as scholars
in this digitized world.

In providing details of her opening statement, she said that “globalization has increased the movement not only of
products, but also of people and more especially so… ideas. As people become more mobile, they demand to
have access to quality continuing information and education wherever they are.”

Eventually, she stated that the new systems of repositories of digitized academic materials have affected traditional
biblioteques and libraries – leading to the closing of companies of publishers of books distributed physically.

Moreover, this new landscape “has opened up various free accessible academic texts search engines have been
designed to make access to online repositories of such materials within the reach of learners all over the world.”

These developments, she foresees, create the future scenario of e-CULTURE and e-MOBILE. From all indica-
tions, she confided, there is “a strong push that e-Governance be implemented in the governments all throughout
the world which means OPEN DATA … accessible from anywhere making transactions UBIQUITOUS. At anytime
the citizenry are CONNECTED to its government. All transactions will be available ONLINE and is MOBILE and
PERSONAL.” Furthermore, she went on, is initiating “a new culture of sharing among institutions.”

As “more teaching and learning takes place beyond university—ubiquity, connectivity and interactivity that ICT
offers—,” she asserts, this paves “way for knowing the women’s resistance in male-dominated societies.”

For now, she shared that she has maximizing web for teaching and learning experience, together with her
students

As head of the UP Open University (UPOU), she gave out some data about what it offers online: Associate in Arts,
bachelor degrees, diploma, master’s and doctorate degrees, as well as non-degree programs in the following
study areas: Education Studies, Information and Communication Studies and Management and Development
Studies.

UPOU, she said, has chosen to deliver its courses one hundred percent online. It sees learning as being able to
access course materials in hypertext, hyper-multimedia from our UP Open University resources,
repositories.libraries of the world, and multi-texts from communities of practice.
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In class research, the UPOU theorize on—

1. Representations Women in Cyberspace

2. Gender, Sex and Sexuality as presented in multimedia

3. The Gender Gap in our societies

4. Gender Bias in Media

5. Women Trafficking through social media

6. Gender Stereotyping in the Social Networks

7. Violence against Women so as to push civil societies and governments to act accordingly

8. Gender in multimedia in the Philippines through women’s voices

Interaction online, according to her, are done on 3 levels: Learner-content interaction, learner-learner interaction,
and learner-teacher interaction.

The UPOU, she cited, has issues to contend with and challenges to meet. These include the need to do more
empirical and cultural research work on the co-creation of knowledge and practices in the context of the ODeL
communities. She also admitted that there are a lot more to be done in order to assess the effectiveness of the
pedagogical practices that UPOU is employing in online courses:

• Need to work with more partners to help address issues of digital divid.e in the country.

• Need to seek more partners in the development of OERs from the Women Asian perspectives to comple-
ment the existing Western-centric OERs

• Web is a non-linear medium—the need for the preparation of our teachers to the non-linear nature of the
web

• Imperative to explore ways to incorporate in the digital environment the universitas ethos that have
sustained universities for ages—excellence, academic freedom, humanism, intellectual pluralism, and
service to society.

Finally, Professor Alfonso threw the challenge for Asian women scholars to claim the virtual academic spaces and
engage in cultural dialogue and partners with their learners and co-teachers to become co-creators of academic
texts. Women Studies, she said, has been very successful in organizing and networking and the area of studies
lend very well in maximizing the affordances of the digitized world to help forge social transformation through
social justice.
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PARALLEL SESSION IA

GENDER, TECHNOLOGY, ETHICS

Moderator: Prof. ERIC JULIAN D. MANALASTAS
Rapporteur: Ms. REMEDIOS P. MONDIGUING

PRESENTATION 1

UNCOERCED CYBERSEX WORK BY LOW-INCOME WOMEN:
A Case of Information and Communication Technology

for Development (ICT4D)?

Prof. NATHALIE A. VERCELES
College of Social Work and Community Development

University of the Philippines Diliman

THE POOR OPPORTUNITIES OF SOME WOMEN to find work in the Philippines, and the low-income women
therein, have turned to cybersex work as a form of employment. The diffusion of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) to urban and rural poor areas, and their accessibility to it, have made this possible. 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have entered the development discourse in the form of
Information and Communication Technologies for Development (ICT4D). Using Amartya Sen’s Capabilities
Approach and the Liberal Feminist perspective, this paper presents the polemical possibility of considering
uncoerced cybersex work by low-income women as a case of Information and Communication Technology for
Development (ICT4D). This is of course an ex-post facto application, as there would be no purposive or planned
ICT4D project for the purpose of promoting commercial cybersex.   

Professor Vercelles points out in her discussion that ‘uncoerced cybersex work’ is contradistinguished from
cybersex work that is performed as a result of ‘pressure, threats, intimidation, domination, or control’ (‘coerce,’ n.d.)
by family members or other parties.

She explains from her findings the business of doing cybersex among the subjects of her research, beginning with
how they get clients. The transaction, as revealed, is initiated through the use of YM – text messages, followed by
what they are required to do. Once these steps have taken place, it follows the desire to sustain this activity by
cultivating customers.

The subjects who entered this line of work arguably find this as an easy way to earn money, without doing a
difficult work. Moreover, the clients, they assert, “don’t touch you and you don’t see them everyday/face-to-face.”

Nonetheless, the subjects afford them to realize the negative views of having a low-perception of work/self. The
secrecy of their work leads to embarrassment, as they are ashamed to tell others for fear of not being understood.
This predicament also leads them to crying because they cannot talk about what they are doing. For them this is
normal because no need to open up.

The feeling of remorse usually comes in when conscience finally caught up on them. The struggle within them-
selves begins when they no longer want to do the job but still do it.
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Finding themselves sinking in the quagmire of this depravity of dignity, they continue to do it.

On the other hand, the feeling empowerment allows them to do freely what they want because: it was an easy
work [just take off your clothes], they just use the customers; they are able to give their parents money; they have
Conflicting views/rceptions; they are educated but doing a stupid job; feminist doing the recruitment; lack of
understanding of cybersex work; consider themselves not as victims; and others think that people involved in this
kind of work are no longer complete.

The conclusion of this study calls for a deliberate and planned ICT4D strategies that are responsive to the actual
needs, aspirations, and priorities of low-income women have the potential to expand their freedoms. Moreover,
these women face constrained choices and the deprivation of capabilities that necessitates transformation.

Throught this research, the author hopes to stimulate a more expansive discussion of both development and
ICT4D, and the need to use nonjudgmental and compassionate lens to view low-income women engaged in
cybersex work

PRESENTATION 2

OF THEIR OWN DOING
The Online Organising of Child Prostitution

Dr. CAROLINE NORMA
RMIT University

Australia

CHILD PROSTITUTION HAS RECEIVED AN IMAGE BOOST in recent years. What used to be seen as a
dangerous and sexually depraved activity of men deserving of serious criminal sanction is now described as a
phenomenon of online youth culture. Girls in particular are characterised as wily in their use of ICT to find ‘com-
pensated dates’ or ‘sugar daddies’. The culture and discourse developing globally with the emergence of online
technologies now reframes child prostitution crime as a phenomenon attributable to girls and their technological
know-how. I argue in this presentation that digital technologies pose a threat to children not just in terms of the
easier logistical organisation and access they permit perpetrators of prostitution in practical terms. ICT also allows
responsibility for child prostitution to be shifted away from perpetrators to child victims, who are seen as inherently
more savvy in the use of these technologies. This discourse is an ideological one that serves to hide the fact that
perpetrators are using ICT to organise children for prostitution on a broad scale, and are gaining access to
children for commercial sexual use at an escalating rate through using online technologies.
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PRESENTATION 3

OF LOVE MARKETS AND POSTCOLONIAL GAZES:
The Construction and Perpetuation of Filipina Identity

as Sexualized Commodity in Online Dating Sites

Ms. SHARON V. BANCORO
Asian Center

University of the Philippines Diliman

THE PAPER STUDIES DATING WEBSITES that cater to Western men and Filipino women. The websites are the
top sites in Google’s search engine results page (SERP) for the keyword “dating Filipina.” Utilizing textual analy-
sis, the paper examines the texts of the landing pages of the websites, the write-ups of Western men and Filipino
women in the dating sites and the online articles written to advertise the websites. The aim is to find out how the
identity of the Filipina is constructed and perpetuated in these sites. The paper argues that in these dating
websites, the Filipina identity is constructed as a sexualized commodity. This identity is driven and maintained by
internet market factors and orientalist sexual gaze produced by global economy of desire or what I call the post-
colonial gaze.

The paper concludes that the construction of Filipinas on line are often pushed by business motivations that
portray Filipinas as sexual commodities, thus the need to construct a new definition/connotation/construction of
Filipina online

PRESENTATION 4

KAWOMENAN INNOVATION AND INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT:
Samahan ng Kababaihan tungo sa Kaunlaran (SAMAKA),

Multi-Commodity Solar Tunnel Dryer and the Breadfruit Program
of Marinduque State College Gender Advancement and Development

Prof. RANDY NOBLEZA
Marinduque State College
Marinduque, Philippines

KAWOMENAN IS A LONG TERM DOCUMENTARY PROJECT initiated by the Marinduque State College
Gender Advancement Unit. With the primary lens of innovation and inclusive development in the province of
Marinduque. Kawomenan seeks to look at the contribution of women in their respective communities. Marinduque,
considered to be the center of the Philippines, has only six towns (Sta. Cruz, Buenavista, Mogpog, Boac, Gasan
and Torrijos). The idea is, gender concerns and issuers are also human, not only women’s. Therefore, from the
stereotype that women only do the domestic chores and contribute little to development. Kawomenan hopes to
demystify and clarify. Marinduque is known for its lenten rites which in the last 30 years or so became a tourist
destination.

To address the recurring needs/problems in the upland Barangay in Boac, Marinduque, MSC GAD put a women’s
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organization in a particular town in the province. Samahan ng Kababaihan tungo sa Kaunlaran (SAMAKA) was
organized in Brgy. Agot, Agumaymayan, Daypay, Apitong, Sawi, Balimbing, Puyog, Bantay and Boton. SAMAKA
aimed to generate additional income for the members of SAMAKA communities. Later on, the Philippine Center for
Postharvest Development and Mechanization (PhilMech) provided MSC with a multi-commodity solar tunnel dryer
with the objective of enhanching the SAMAKA communities food production and processing capabilities. Accord-
ing to PhilMech, the MCSTD technology was adapted as a viable alternative to sundrying and use of commercial
mechanical dryers. This is inline with the college’s flagship program on Breadfruit.

Based on Castro, Andam and Malvar’s benchmark study, Breadfruit or locally known as Rimas is one of the widely
distributed fruit-bearing trees in Marinduque, which during lean seasons serve as source of carbohydrates among
households in the interior and coastal areas of the province. The mature fruits are generally boiled and mixed with
sugar and some are chopped and boiled as food for hogs. Mature Rimas fruits were gathered from the trees found
in Boac Campus and the extraction, processing and baking of the starch were done in the Food Technology
Laboratory of the College. The extracted starch were made into waffle bread, cupcakes, cookies, muffins,

 OPEN FORUM

1. Woman from Bangladesh

I am enlightened to see young researchers doing research on young women used as commercial
commodity  and how women  sex workers are portrayed and have suffered  as young women
professionals  even in the ICT. Whenwe see technological advance  used to subjugate women, how can
women use technology to move forward, can you give  two or three points most fruitful strategy to move
forward –

a. Natsy – how we move forward depends on how we look at cybersex work – they should have options
– address patriarchy – address structures in the political economy – respect their choices

b. Bancoro – group of women bloggers – wants to reclaim a better definition of Filipina – however
because this is propelled by business, it is very hard to compete. For example,  Filipina.com  in
Singapore has more than 24 websites – all over the country online dating websites – solid company.
There are initiatives of volunteer bloggers. There is also the  demand and supply side– women are
notconscious that they themselves are contributing to this problems. The best way to address this
problem is information,

2. What about policy? There should be guidelines so women will not be subjugated

a. Bancoro – I have no ideas on policy regarding this.

3. Doray Bucoy (UP Cebu)

In Cebu, cybersex has become a cottage industry. Cebu has a policy and an anti-trafficking network. She
feels uncomfortable about the word “uncoerced” – how does this connect with poverty in which the
women relate. Also thinks that the use of liberal feminist framework is not appropriate to capture VAW. On
the other hand, the postcolonial perspective explains it well.

Answer from Guy Claudio – this relates to identity issues – we prefer to look forward – we need to group
further how identities are constructed at very different levels for women. While seemingly contradictory,
we can live with contradictions. There are different power relations of identity – stop stigmatizing yourself.
As a liberal feminist, this is my body, etc. There are a different set of contingencies putting together this
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identity – different levels – inability to understand – 2 discursive levels – as feminists we have to live with
contradictions –

4. How do you theorize power? Does power solely rest on lack of coercion?  In case of cybersex how is it
emancipatory – in terms of websites, Filipinas voluntarily join them—

a. Natsy–emancipatory – she is not a liberal feminist, it’s just me putting words into her mouth – if she
could also see with this lens, then she will see the emancipatory aspect of her work –

b. Bancoro – overlooked ideological term filipina as a bad image, connotation – put what Guy said into
the research

5. Caroline Gutierrez [?]–WomenLead [?]

It is Important how we understand ICT in practice and how it is complicated, vast and multifaceted.
Women should not be limited to be seen as victims. It is not just how we view women.  I agree about
political/global economy thing and empowering aspect.  – created an account – ICT and Sexuality – good
relations with people there – uploaded pic/presentation of self – just to find out dynamics. It is not just
commodification – they also have a high respect for Filipinas. There is a difference in how people see
Filipinas – if you want to empower women, then there must be information/advocacy for women to take
back technology

6. Sarfaraz Ahmed Khan (from Hong Kong) Did you try to find out in the beginning of how they joined?

a. Natsy – from a friend of hers, no threat, she knew what she was going into – curious about how her
friend had so much money -

When you put uncoerced – free choice – how do you distinguish this?

a. Natsy – structurally no choice, but there are still choices, although constrained. Sexworkers – it’s a
choice – if these are the current options. If freely does sex with customer, she carries agency – there
is choice –

On Philippine legislation on trafficking – good, complete lack of pursuing it [implementation]

! there are willing victims

! we have the best laws,  but where do we fail in enforcing it.

7. CHED Regional Office in Bicol- Is this a way of promoting cybersex? What is the relationship of the
picture between gender, technology and ethics to the papers presented? What are the challenges of
today

a. Natsy - I want to echo what Karen said and also the point made about how power can be
emancipatory – picture – abandon,exuberance, seize the opportunity that technology offers us –
treating technology as a source of power – am not promoting cybersex work – only a more
compassionate lens to look at the women involved in this work

8. Three points – internal conflict, coercion, etc.

a. How do we use ICT for development?

b. Natsy: ICT4D – the chicken gave birth to the egg

9. Woman from South Korea – married to a foreigner, she isFilipina

Comment – group of Filipina, not exactly marketing themselves but it is not being commodity but part of
empowerment – Filipinas are more than just those as defined in the internet – Filipinas are a global
people – we work globally not only in sex work.
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SESSION 1B

Date: 9 December 2013
Time: 10:30 AM – 12:00 NN

Facilitator: Dr. FE ANDICO
Documenter: Ms. ADRIENNE ROSE MAGUDDDAYAO

PRESENTATION 1

STUDENTS’ INTERPERSONAL SKILLS AND RESILIENCY
AS INFLUENCED BY SOCIAL MEDIA USE

Prof. EMILY ANGELES-DELA CRUZ
Western Visayas College of Science and Technology

Iloilo Cty, Philippines

TODAY’S GENERATION IS MARKED BY THE USE OF DIFFERENT technologies. Students depend on technol-
ogy for their needs… from academic research to expressing themselves. Social media has become a medium of
communication and it serves as a way of expressing what and how they feel. The effect of social media on how
students deal with their peers and people around them and how they cope with the daily struggles of life is
something mentors have to see to better understand where students are coming from.

This study tried to determine the extent of social media use among students and how it influences their interper-
sonal skills and resiliency. A random sample of students which was proportionately taken from the College’s entire
student population was considered in the study to answer three instruments:  social media use, interpersonal skills
assessment, and test on resilience. Data gathering was done from June-August 2013.

Results of the study shows that those who are in highly technical courses (Information Technology, Engineering,
Architecture, and Drafting) have higher extent of social media use. There is a significant difference on the use of
the social media when sex and year level of students are considered. Female students and those who are in their
higher academic year use social media more than their counterparts.  Although male students’ interpersonal skills
are higher than that of the females, difference was found to be not significant. A significant difference was noted on
students’ resilience. Female students were found to be more resilient than the males. Moreover, there is a strong
inverse relationship between social media use and students’ interpersonal skills.

Today’s students are faced by high level of technology and communicating with others is done through the social
media. This limits their face-to-face interaction with their peers. The academe can play an important role in
developing students’ interpersonal skills. Teaching strategies may be modified to answer the social needs of
students. Strengthening the use of group activities in the classroom may help students effectively interact with
others. Group and individual counseling may also help in making students aware of the importance of interper-
sonal skills as well as making them understand how they can develop resilience.
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PRESENTATION 2

JOGJAKARTA CYBER VILLAGE:
The Breaking Myth

Ms. GRACIA RACHMI ADIARSI, Ms. NADYA PUTRI SARASWATI,
Ms. DWI NURUL SEPTHIANY, & Ms. NONY KARTIKA

THERE IS A MYTH IN INDONESIA that women are colonised by the men. It represented by the song “Sabda
Alam” (Means: nature’s word) which composed by the famous composer in Indonesia, Ismail Marzuki. The lyric
itself said “Wanita di jajah pria sejak dulu” (means: women have already colonized by the men for ages). The
women scope is limited by the area of home only. They need to take care of their family and make everything went
well. Kartini (1879-1904) is a Javanese prominent woman had struggled of this issue. She tried to generalized
women and men equally in term of education. Kartini was born from aristocratic Javanese family. A common
practice among Javanese nobility allowed her to attend school only until she was 12 years old. This happened to
prepare young girls for their marriage. During seclusion, Kartini educated herself and wrote letters to her friends in
Europe about how miserable women in Java. After Kartini died, JH Abendanon, the Minister for Culture, Religion
and Industry in the East Indies collected and published the Kartini’s letters into a book. Door Duisternis tot Licht
(Out of Dark Comes Light or Habis Gelap Terbitlah Terang) was published in 1911. Kartini is aware that women
need to educate more.

Times change, discrimination still exists in this era. The percentage shows that men are higher in education than
women. This perspective happens because Javanese cultures adopt the Patriarchal. The growth of technology
brings the education spread easily, not for men but women instead. Technology have brought the information
globally, not only in urban but also in suburb. Cyber village in Jogjakarta is the most convenient example of this
issue. This research is using qualitative methodology with Gender Theory and Information Communication and
Technology (ICT).

PRESENTATION 4

ICT AND LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM:
An Affirmative Action for Survivors of Violence

Prof. PORTIA D. DACALOS
University of the Philippines Cebu

Cebu City, Philippines

IN RESPONSE TO THE PHILIPPINE LEGISLATION on anti-violence  against women and children (RA 9262),
the Legal Alternatives for Women (LAW) Inc. has expanded its  free legal services  to   disadvantaged women by
scheduling ICT and Life Skills Program  for the group. The program came about during the psycho social sessions
of the survivors. The group expressed that part of their moving on is to be attuned with ICT.

Psychosocial Assistance is the direct assistance given to survivors in order to promote or restore equilibrium and
well being in their ways of thinking, feeling and behaving to the normal levels after the violence.

With these in view, this paper’s objectives would be to assess the level of coping of survivors and to provide ICT
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training and life skills program as an affirmative action to rebuild and restore their well being. This paper further
intends to identify the phases of violence as experienced by the survivors.

In oder to assess the level of coping of the survivors in the study a self-report measure, the Reasons for Living
Inventory (Finehan, Goodstein, and Chiles) was administered. The rationale of the measure is based on the
assumption that adaptive patterns of responses (beliefs or expectations) mediate suicidal behavior.

The results indicate that the survivors have reasons for living whatever age, economic status or form of violence
they have experienced. The respondents are optimistic of the future. They are hopeful about th eir plans. However,
the self- acceptance factor has not been perceived to be very important implying the low level of self esteem of
survivors.

As such, the primary goal of ICT and Life Skills program would be to facilitate the survivors’ rebuilding of oneself
after going through the phases of violence: Emergency Phase (1-3 months); Recovery Phase (4-12 months);
Rebuilding Phase (1 year up). The ICT and the Life Skills program is focused on the rebuilding phase.

SESSION 2A

GLOBAL CAPITAL AND WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN THE NEW ECONOMY

Date: 9 December 2013
Time: 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM

Facilitator: Prof. BERNICE VANIA N. LANDOY
Documenter: Ms. PRESCILLA TULIPAT

PRESENTATION 1

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
IN WOMEN’S BUSINESS VENTURES:

Perspectives from Women Entrepreneurs in Nepal and Japan

Prof. BRENDA BUSHELL
Professor of Language and Literature
University of the Sacred Heart (Japan)

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (ICTS) have been increasingly promoted in recent
years as “powerful enablers” for women; providing a journey out of poverty and a march towards equality.This has
been highlighted by the Declaration of Agreement in Support of Girls and Women in Information and Communica-
tion Technology, introduced at the United Nations World Summit in 2005, which stressed that “ICT allows women
increased participation in political, social and economic arenas and supports empowerment for themselves, their
families, and their communities” (World Bank, 2006). Following on the heels of this summit, the first-ever Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Women in the Economy Summit held in 2011affirmed the need to build
women’s capacities and skills in ICT, underlining the important role women play in economic development, in
developing and developed nations alike. While these global agreements are indeed promising, it is important to
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understand the extent to which women participate and utilize available ICT. It is also important to bring their
perspectives to the fore, in order to ensure effective policy design, as well as to enrich our understanding of ICT in
the context of Women’s Studies in Asia.

This paper investigates the business activities of a selected population of women entrepreneurs both in Japan and
Nepal, focusing on their perspectives of ICT, and the challenges they face in adopting it. Interviews were con-
ducted with 67 women using a structured questionnaire. The findings point to the need for caution regarding the
potential for ICT in women’s business initiatives. The findings reveal that women first need to overcome the social
structural constraints that reflect cultural, and in the case of Nepal, religious forms of gender discrimination, before
ICT can be utilized to its full extent.

Are ICTs appropriate for women? And are they using them? What are their perspectives?

Past research shows that ICTs (communication devices like mobile phones, computers, and traditional equipment
like TV/Radio) have a potentially powerful role in empowering women in their businesses in the workforce.

Improving access to ICTs has shown to stimulate women’s economic advancement and growth. However, there is
a gender divide in the access of ICTs. In Japan and Nepal, changing government policies are now focusing on
women’s access to ICTs in order to empower them in doing business and. “Empowerment of women is a major
pillar to spur economic growth” (Prime Minister of Japan).

ITC also has the potential to redefine gender roles (Drucker 2001) and is linked to lifting women out of poverty
through supporting women’s business initiatives (Nussbaum, 2001l; Sen, 2001).

The challenges for women to access ICT include male-dominated nature of ICT tools, the use of ICT tools
primarily in English, the lack of mobility of women (such as in Nepal), lack of basic education for women, and often
have limited time due to domestic responsibilities. Also, if ICT does not immediately show that they can help in life,
they will not pursue it.

The research of ICT’s successes may not always be readily applied to different contexts. Also, businesses have
little profit margins to be motivated to invest in ICT.

The research objectives were to study the use of ICTs among women entrepreneur, identify the challenges and
realities, and what exactly are the benefits. How can they apply them?

RESEARCH RESULTS

Profiles of Respondents

! Average age: 32

! Education average: Grade 6 (Nepal) / Grade 12 (Japan)

! Businesses: Retail, Transportation, Legal Services, Food

! Only 3% are specifically using ICTs for their businesses

Across the respondents, women felt that:

! They were excluded

! They had no information

! Their businesses weren’t developed enough to merit the use of ICT

! That their businesses weren’t that important (gender-related value of work, undervalued)

Women respondents in Nepal felt that:
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! They weren’t sure about the use of ICTs in their businesses

! They lacked the knowledge and opportunities to learn skills (48% of respondents)

! They were also burdened by heavy domestic responsibilities (32% of respondents)

! That they lacked financial resources

! That they lacked control over ICTs

Gender Barriers

! Illiteracy

! Unfamiliarity with English

! Limited mobility

! Lack of education (which reinforces traditional social norms and gender roles)

Women respondents in Japan:

! Were seeking alternative opportunities to ICTs, but they seem more interested in ICTs

! Had no mentors to consult (30% of respondents)

! Had a conservative approach to business (i.e. traditional, did not incorporate new technologies)

! Felt that they had minimal support as women entrepreneurs in society

According to the respondents, the categories for business success were:

! Their personal characteristics

! Their dedication to society and the family

! ICTs were at the bottom of those categories

Sociocultural restraints to respondents’ use of ICTs include:

! Their sense of responsibility towards family

! Their notions of women’s work, which are primarily domestic in nature

! Their satisfaction of current situation (which comes primarily from building a good relationship with the
community), leading to less motivation for improvement and no sense of competition

RECOMMENDATIONS

Policy intervention

! Implement measures to give women more access to ICTs

! Affirmative action in the workplace and society

More training in ICTs

! Current programs may not be reaching the people who need it; hence, the need for workshops related to
ICTs that are developed to reach other communities are necessary

! NGOs and educational institutions could assist in this endeavor
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LIMITATIONS

! More balanced data between formal and informal businesses

! More diversity in population sampled

! More women involved in e-commerce

PRESENTATION 2

WOMEN’S IDENTITY COMMUNICATION IN THE MASCULINE WORKPLACE:
A Case Study of Three Indonesian Women of Lower Status of Occupation

Prof. TITI NUR VIDYARINI & Prof. INRI INGGRIT INDRAYANI
Lecturers, Petra Christian University

GLOBALIZATION MAKES WOMEN IN THIRD WORLD countries entered the public domain. With limited
education, these women should compete with men in the workplace. This dichotomy confirms the physical
differences between men and women. Male’s public domain is a tough world, full of competition, the pursuit of
achievement and fulfillment of ambitions. Women in the domestic sphere associated with the household chores
and the care of social functioning. This area of women’s job was seen as not having high difficulty and less
prestigious. The time when women go into the labor force, her existence is often questioned. Is she able to
compete with colleagues who are men? Whether she has sufficient ability to do her job? Such questions will be
asked by the society when a woman entered the public domain.

This study reveals how women communicate their identity in the world of masculine work place. In particular,
women in lower social classes are vulnerable to practice of discrimination and harassment. The informants in this
study were three women working as a security staff, a taxi driver and a garbage collector. The method used is a
case study method. The study found that women communicate their identity as woman through the role and value
orientation of their working life. Although not married, the informants still conduct the domestic role of women. To
provide economic needs and voice independence are their orientation to work. The values in life were ??shown in
the informants’ work environment, especially when they have to take a stand and making decisions. Women’s
identity is communicated non - verbally to their men colleagues as a form of resistance to the environmental
attitudes of the gender biased job.

Motivation: research motivated by the observation that the women worked in male-dominated environments. More
instance, there was the physical dichotomy between men and women: that is, men are more accessible in public
domain than women.

When a woman goes to public domain of a masculine workplace, many questions will be asked: Is she competitive
enough? How about her ability? How will she compete with a man?

To do this, a woman must prove that she can work professionally, which encourages her to understand men’s
world.  A woman then learned about her new identity as a breadwinner. She must face the competitive situation
and was forced to be tough in the public domain. A woman then learns about her new identity as a breadwinner.

Primary question: Is there any female “identity” that needs to be transformed in order for them to be accepted in the
work environment? And what are maintained in their identities?

Problem: How do they communicate this identity?
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FINDINGS

Women and Their Role Identity

! Defining the gender roles of women: women as mothers, housekeepers, cooks, domestic workers, etc.

! When they enter the public domain, they negotiate and adapt their domestic roles with their roles in the
public domain. They need to cater to their duties to family and children after work.

Women and Their Orientation to Work

! Various orientations, depending on their needs

! Primarily, they were found not just to work for money but also for self-sufficiency. In fact, the crucial
purpose appears to be for independence.

Women and Life Value at Work

! Women have certain values for working. They won’t deny their domestic values, and their values also
reflect strong concerns for society (ex. not to be dregs, to be a positive influence to others, etc.).

DISCUSSION

Domestic values are still a priority for women of lower class (economics)

! The women’s approach to the barriers and challenges do not make them masculine or want to pretend to
be men

! Their identity is expressed in certain language cues that cater to “masculine” notions like assertiveness
but still retain “feminine” qualities like politeness and motherliness.

! They retain that women must still hold on to “being women” (that is, the social constructs for women)

PRESENTATION 3

GLOBAL CAPITAL AND WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION IN THE NEW ECONOMY

Ms. ZAKIA K. HASSAN
President, Women for Women

THE INFORMATION AGE HAS ENABLED easier access to opportunities for women to improve their education,
health, economic and social status. However, in the process of achieving elevated status, women still face a great
number and type of challenges. With this view, a Baseline Survey on Public Private Partnership and Corporate
Social Responsibility on Violence Against Women is aptly related with the sub-theme of the 3rd Congress.

The study revealed that the trends of violence against women at the workplace have changed drastically with
regard to its types and extent. The employment rate of women in Bangladesh may have increased in the last few
decades but workplace violence is still a crucial issue that needs to be addressed. As an emerging global phe-
nomenon, violence at workplace is proving to be one of the risks for working women of any class or level of status.
It can occur in many forms, including harassment, intimidation, threats and assault both mentally and physically.
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The Ready Made Garments (RMG) Sector in Bangladesh is growing exponentially, employing a total of 2.4 million
employees amongst which 85% of them are women. The most detrimental and most crucial social impact of
women’s employment in the export-oriented garment industry of Bangladesh is sexual violence and abuse, in
which the female workers at the bottom of the assembly-line work-chains are at particularly high-risk. In general,
approximately 61% of the respondents who were working in the lower strata of the surveyed organizations have
admitted to be victims of any type of violence.

The report uncovers that the knowledge level regarding corporate responsibility aspect of dealing with VAW
issues and its consequences are not sufficiently handled at the workplace (namely banking sector, corporate and
garment factories). It has been found that the policies at the workplaces were not strong enough to handle the
gender discrimination approaches within the organizations.

The focus of the study was on the existing practices, facilities and strategies on PPP and CSR interventions, and
knowledge and attitudes, on VAW issues of stakeholders (service providers like government workers and media
practitioners, and service recipients like victims of violence)

Themes selected included the profiles and roles of stakeholders, types of violence against women in the work-
place and the coherence of strategies and the coordination and networking of policies and actions.

According to the respondents, the types of violence against women encountered were: Verbal abuse (16%),
Physical Abuse (27%), Sexual abuse (11%), Forced to Work (12%) and “Mental torture” (6%). 28% did not specify.

Sociometry of Networking Among Stakeholders (see powerpoint presentation) shows that all sectors have a role in
fulfilling the vision of empowering women and protecting women from violence.

Key findings include a need for awareness-raising and mobilization of policies, that media personalities are not
aware of the applications of CSR, civil society and NGOs have more knowledge, female workers are overloaded,
and so on.

OPEN FORUM

MAIN IDEAS RAISED

1. There will be a significant number of changes in ASEAN policies related to women in the coming years.

2. Policy-related aspects: there are laws for violence against children and women, but there is an issue of
these cases not being reported because of social and familial stigma (being looked upon as damaged or
impure, etc.).These dynamics will hopefully change with the younger generation.

3. There are also issues of lack of control in relation to ICTs (example: husbands have control over the use
of cellphones of wives) and also uncomfortability of accessing ICT services (example: women not wanting
to go to internet cafes)

4. There ought to be more focused studies on specific populations (such as those related to the work and
identity of female taxi drivers) in order to better determine how women are able to navigate certain male-
dominated occupations.
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SESSION 2B

GENDERED MOBILITY IN THE INFORMATION AGE

December 9, 2013
Time: 1:00  – 2:45 P.M.

Documenter: MA. TERESA PAYONGAYONG
Rapporteur: Ms. HENDER T. GERCIO

PRESENTATION 1

MIGRATION PATTERN AND KINSHIP NETWORKING
OF FILIPINA WIVES IN KOREA

Prof. EULALIA MONTEZA TOME
Sogang University

South Korea

THE FILIPINA WOMEN’S MIGRATION BEHAVIOR is driven by the desire to alleviate the household poverty
experienced in the homeland. They tend to move from the rural areas to urban and later to cross the border in
order to sustain the basic needs of the natal family and other members of the kin. They connect with their kin not
only through sending remittances and gifts that compensate the physical and emotional distance. They also
realize their imagination of being with their kin by helping them to migrate to Korea. Their kinship network is
centered on the status they have as wives to Korean. Through kinship connections, the Filipina marriages to
Koreans, migration of caregivers and illegal workers, multiply.

Based on qualitative ethnographic data collected in Bucheon City Gyeonggido, South Korea from January 2010 to
October 2011. This research discusses the process by which the Filipina migrate and settle first in the foreign land
and later become the source of knowledge and capital for other kin to migrate. Their migration pattern is compared
to the migration pattern of Filipina who work or are married in other countries. The research further discusses on
family making and kinship networking. The family making details on how the nuclear and extended family is being
created with the situation and backgrounds of both Korean husband and Filipina wife. The Korean husband’s
belong to patrilineal system and the wife being bilaterally extended family. In kinship network it discusses how
Filipina wives connect and help their kin to migrate and what are the functions of kin members when they arrive in
Korea. Lastly, it examines the effect of the Filipina marriage migrants’ natal kin’s presence upon Korean society
and the changes it brings to the structure of the Korean patrilineal system.
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PRESENTATION 2

TRANSNATIONAL MOVEMENT, VULNERABILITY AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING:
State Responsibility under International Human Rights Law Towards Victims

Prof. SARFARAZ AHMED KHAN
National University of Juridical Sciences

Kolkata and City University of Hong Kong

THE PHILIPPINES IS A SOURCE COUNTRY FOR TRAFFICKING for sexual exploration as well as labor.
Significant number of female migrates abroad for works are subsequently subjected to rape, physical violence,
and sexual abuse and conditions of involuntary servitude. There are also instances when Filipina women were
subjected to sex trafficking in Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Republic of Korea, China, Japan, Saudi Arabia,
United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, and Syria. These cross-border trafficking is in addition to trafficking taking
place within country in which hundreds of female are trafficked for sexual exploitation to cater the demand for
buyers. Traffickers in the veil of recruitment agency or through social networking sites recruit victims for work
abroad.

The Anti-Trafficking in person Act, 2003 prohibit sex trafficking and prescribed stringent punishment thereof. The
amendment to the Act in February 2013 makes it possible to prosecute in respect of extraterritorial nature of the
offence being committed by national of the Philippines or being victims. Despite having one of the most progres-
sive legislation on the issue, the Philippines completely lack in its implementation which is apparent from rare
prosecution of offenders compared vast numbers of offences being committed.

Trafficking-in-person report 2013 placed the Philippines into Tier 2 countries. The Philippines has ratified Protocol
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children and have positive
obligation to take all appropriate measures to combat trafficking. This obligation of the Philippines is in addition to
its obligation under numerous human rights instruments to which it is a party. In cross-border trafficking cases,
source countries have positive obligations to take all possible measures to prevent trafficking. The European Court
of Human Rights in Rantsev Vs. Cyprus case explained the responsibility of both source and destination country.

In this paper, I will explore and explain legal obligation of source country like the Philippines to take positive action
against trafficking indicating the failure of the Philippine government to fulfil its obligation.

PRESENTATION 3

THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA TO EMPOWER
INDONESIAN FEMALE MIGRANT WORKERS IN TAIWAN AND HONGKONG

Prof. YUHERINA GUSMAN
Mercubuana University

Indonesia

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION FAMILIAR WITH INDONESIAN CITIZENS since 1960s when the government
began to regulate the canalization of migration. The number of female migrant workers has increased significantly
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since the late 1970s and simultaneously raised where recently, the majority numbers of Indonesian who migrated
are women –more than 80%. These female migrant workers work at several destination countries, mostly to Saudi
Arabia, Malaysia, Taiwan, Hong kong and Singapore, as domestic workers and caretakers.

In Taiwan and Hong kong there are more than 205,000 Indonesian female migrant workers. Currently Taiwan and
Hong kong become the favourite destination countries for Indonesian female migrant workers related to the higher
salary, better regulation and empowerment opportunities provided at those East Asia countries. In Taiwan and
Hong Kong, as hi-tech countries, technology provides significant benefits for the user included Indonesian female
migrant workers. This paper will explore the unique ways of Indonesian Female Migrant Workers in Taiwan and
Hong kong on creating new opportunities to advance their status in society, especially on how the technology
particularly social media was used as empowerment tools for Indonesia Female migrant workers in Taiwan and
Hong kong. The data shows in this research will be collected through literature reviews and interviews to Indone-
sia Female Migrant workers in Taiwan and Hongkong. The experiences of the writer as program officer to UNIMIG
(Union Migrant) Indonesia to empower Indonesian female migrants workers  in Taiwan and Hong kong will be the
secondary data to support this writing.

PRESENTATION 4

A CRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHY
OF FILIPINO ENGLISH SPEAKING TEACHERS (FESTS) IN KOREA:

Contesting the Deliberate and Default and Advocating
for Human Capitalization and Glocalization

Ms. AILEEN PARK
EGEP

South Korea
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SESSION 3A

WOMEN IN POLITICS

Date: 9 December 2013
Time: 2:45 – 5:00 PM

Facilitator: Prof. MICHIYO YOYENO-REYES
Rapporteur: Ms. ADRIENNE ROSE MAGUDDAYAO

PRESENTATION 1

WISE WOMEN OF SITIO KAHUSAYAN:
An Examination of Their Roles, Status, and Power as Leaders

Prof. ANNE SHANGRILA Y. FUENTES & Prof. MARLOUZEL B. MABUNGA
University of the Philippines Mindanao

Philippines

TRADITIONALLY, WOMEN IN THE PHILIPPINES have held important positions such as that of the Babaylan.
However, in recent times, as the state encroached its power further to include indigenous communities, indigenous
women were hardly able to occupy leadership position in this formal political structure. It is not surprising to find
local and more starkly national politics to be almost devoid of the presence of indigenous women. Despite this,
indigenous women continue to exercise their leadership roles, maintained their status and power in their commu-
nities through ways other than the formal political structure.

In this study, we tried to examine the dynamic leadership as can be seen in their roles, status and power, that
women take in a particular indigenous community. That is, women in this Bagobo-Klata community have occupied
both formal and informal political structures, specifically as Sitio/Purok Leader and as wives of different datu. They
have actively participated in the life-world of the Bagobo-Klata community and as such have shaped and were
also reshaped by the community. Their participation is evident in the social, cultural, economic and political
spheres of the community.

The study attempts to give a preliminary assessment of the Bagobo-Klata community, whether it may be classified
as gender-fair/equal or not. Gender-fairness may be measured through the roles, status and power that women
leaders hold in this community. While a caveat may be rightly placed in terms of generalizing for the entire women
sector of the community through the women leaders, this study would serve as a preliminary evaluation that may
eventually be expanded to include more indicators and women respondents for future research. Thus, this
research would pave the way for engaging in more gender-related studies that focus on indigenous leadership.
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PRESENTATION 2

WOMEN’S POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL ASSEMBLY IN JAPAN:
Women and Political Parties

Prof. NAOKO OKI
Ochanomizu University

Tokyo, Japan

THROUGH THE LAST DECADE, MANY LOCAL ASSEMBLIES at the all levels, such as Prefecture, City, Ward,
Town and Village throughout in Japan started to decrease its size. Interestingly enough, during the same period,
we have witnessed the rise in numbers of female legislators in those assemblies. Yet, we can still point out a few
limitations regards to female political participations. Firstly, the proportion of female legislators at the prefectural
level in specific is lower than other levels. Secondly, at prefectural assemblies, only the female candidates with
endorsements or supports from major national political parties, such as the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), the
governing party of Japan, and the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ), the ex-governing one, have been on rise in
numbers. Thirdly, the second tendency created a clear contrast to the assemblies of City, Ward, Town and Village
level, where most of female candidates are Independents or affiliated with leftist parties. Those limitations indicate
the significance of the endorsement or support from the major political parties.

Taking that into consideration, in this presentation, we will discuss about the recent characteristics and changes in
women’s political participation in local assemblies by shedding light on the female officeholders’ relation with the
major political parties.

PRESENTATION 3

HOW TO UNDERSTAND NORTH KOREAN GENDER REGIME:
Focusing on Family Planning Policy

Prof. YOUNG-SUN KIM
Institute of Korean Studies
Yonsei Unviersity. Korea

CENTERED ON ANALYSIS OF NORTH KOREAN Family Planning Policy during the 1960s and 1970s, the
present study historicizes the collective identity formation and multi-faceted experiences of North Korean women
as subjects/objects of state reproduction projects. The roles played by family planning policy in structuring and
implementing gendered mass mobilization for North Korean state-building will be examined through the following
questions:

What political/social/economic contexts underlay changes to regulations in birth promotion in the course of
socialist state-building? What policies and cultural discourses were used for installing mechanisms for controlling
women’s bodies? What convergences existed in public discourses on women, particularly femininity, family life,
and motherhood, in relation to control over women’s sexuality? How were identity formation, family strategies and
women’s experiences connected within the historical trajectory of (state-led) birth control?
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In the creation and restructuring of the family, family planning policy employed a unitary state policy “perspective”
in relation to marriage, pregnancy and childbirth, as well as many incompatible family-related “programs”. That is,
family planning policy was a key mechanism joining “state” and “women” in the domain of daily life practice, and
also constituted a universal modern gendered project in the historical trajectories of imperialism, colonialism,
(post-) Cold War, and the developmentist state building. Therefore, based in a comparative perspective by state
and region, North Korea’s family planning policy is an important topic for understanding the socialist patriarchal
state’s mobilization of women and its modes for controlling them, and also offers an opportunity for critically re-
examining the historical and epistemological basis of western feminist theory centered in problems of sexual
inequality within capitalist patriarchal systems.

SESSION 3B

WOMEN POLITICAL EMPOWERMENT AND PARTICIPATION

Date: 9 December 2013
Time:

Facilitator: Prof. MINDA I. CABILAO VALENCIA
Rapporteur: Ms. IRA PUHILA

PRESENTATION 1

STEREOTYPING OF MUSLIM WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION
IN INDIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM:

A Study of Assertion, Participation and Representation

Prof. SABIHA HUSSAIN
Center for Dalit and Minorities Studies

Jamia Millia Islamia, India

WOMEN MAKE UP SLIGHTLY MORE THAN 50% of the world’s population, but hold approximately 16% of the
world’s elected political posts. Political participation not only include women’s right to vote to the right to have
women’s concerns articulated and represented but to have a wide understanding of engagement with political
process. Legislature not only holds tremendous influence over women’s lives but equally forms one of the key
institutions capable of bringing about change to women’s realities.

However, in many Muslim countries, gender-based discrimination, coupled with social and cultural barriers, limits
access and participation of women in public spheres. Among the Indian women, the Muslim women are the worst
sufferers; pushed to the wall in the name of religious identity and prescriptions. Bound by so-called Islamic
prescriptions, they have become the victims of various un-Islamic traditions and (mis)interpretation of Islamic laws
by the religious ‘leaders’. However, in the wake of the trauma and large-scale migrations during 1947, and a
subsequent lack of political presence, and frequent communal riots, it has been extremely difficult for Muslim
women to articulate their concerns, both within the community and as citizens of India. Various stereotypes and
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perceptions on the part of common people, academia and policy makers further push them backward and hence
exclude them to participate in larger public domain and politics is one of them.

However, despite all these odds Muslim women have been trying to participate in the political process of the
country but till today their percentage in politics is very low especially when we compare it with the women of other
religious communities in India. Who is responsible for their lower participation: the community, the Political parties
or the State who has not provided a secure and conducive environment to the community and its women? What
prevents Muslim women to assert, participate and make them represented in the politics? This paper deals with
some of these questions based on the macro and micro data.

PRESENTATION 2

LOCAL WOMEN’S ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
AND THEIR COLLECTIVE ACTIONS

Prof. IDA RUWAIDA
University of Indonesia

THE PAPER FOCUSES ON THE DYNAMICS of women’s economic participation at local level in decentralization
era. Based on Indonesia’s case, it has been reflected that local policies as well as programs on economic empow-
erment have not perceived women’s participation as their basic right. The policies or programs do not focus on
stimulating women’s critical consciousness and their capacities to articulate their interests individually as well as
collectively. It’s indicated that women’s roles as economic actors are being positioned as instrumental roles, not
substantive/transformative ones. The main root of this issue refers to the weakness of local government commit-
ment and capacity which cannot be separated with the national agendas on economic development. And the
agendas might be based on economic assumptions (blinkers) that tends to disadvantage women’s conditions as
well as positions. It’s has been reflected from several regions in Indonesia.

Referring to Chafetz (1988), empowerment as structural transformation efforts – which only possible if local (also
national) economy policy responsive to women’s economic right. In term of relation between state and women, the
other crucial issue is to enhance or to empower women’s commitment as well as their capacities as a collective/
interest group. This paper also raises women’s strategies for organizing and enhancing their economic roles at
local level. The field finding has indicated the weakness of women’s collective action that reflected by women’s
leadership. Women who are able as a women movement agency, which can be classified as an active agency not
yet as a transformative agency. The main constraint is social-cultural, as well as political climate that is not
women’s friendly.
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PRESENTATION 3

MAXIMIZING WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION
IN A FISHERIES LIVELIHOOD PROJECT:

The Philippine Experience

Ms. REGINA E. MACALANDANG & Ms. MARIA SOLITA J. VIRTUDAZO
Independent Consultants

Manila, Philippines

THIS IS A STUDY ON THE GENDER IMPACT of the Regional Fisheries Livelihood Programme (RFLP) of the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations (UN) implemented in Zamboanga del Norte,
Philippines, from 2009 through 2013. Funded by the Government of Spain, RFLP was aimed at building capacity
among partner fishing communities and institutions and improving livelihoods of fishers and their families while
promoting sustainable fisheries management practices in six Southeast Asian countries: Cambodia, Indonesia, the
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Timor-Leste, and Viet Nam.

Using primary (from key informant interviews, focused group discussions, field observations) and secondary data
(i.e., project documents and reports), the researchers looked at gender impact in terms of: 1) effects of RFLP
interventions at the household, organization, and community level, identifying possible changes of gender roles
and relations; 2) potential negative side effects of the project on women and men and their coping strategies; and
3)evidences or demonstrations of women’s empowerment (based on Sara Longwe’s women empowerment and
gender equality framework) as a result of project interventions and the implementation of the project’s gender
mainstreaming strategy. The investigators highlighted lessons, recommendations and success stories.

PLENARY PANEL PRESENTATION

DAY 2: December 10, 2013
Time:

Documenter: Prof. KIM EUN SHIL
Rapporteur: Ms. GLENNIS S. UYANGUREN

PRESENTATION 1

WOMEN’S STUDIES IN THE AGE OF INFORMATION

Dr. CHANG PILWHA
Ewha Womans University, Korea

WE ARE LIVING IN THE AGE OF INFORMATION, yet we are not really discussing what we should do in this
age. In this session, the speakers talked about very important agenda: human rights, justice, sharing and
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commoning of knowledge in this market-oriented society, sharing local knowledge to the world. Also discussed
were the issues and challenges faced in promoting women’s studies in this age of information.

Dr. Pilwha observed how the age of information has transformed us in our everyday living. For instance, graduate
students used to hand-write their thesis or with a use of a typewriter. They used to visit the post office to communi-
cate with their peers overseas. It has likewise affected the following:

Reshaped our values & social norms

Questions like came up: What is the nature of humanity? What is the right way of living? What is well-being?

Challenged the deteriorating ecosystem, climate change, social polarization between the rich and the poor

Crucial junction to choose

Beyond materialistic pursuits

Information easily accessible whenever & wherever we want

Sharing and commoning as keywords in this age of information

ITC opened new doors and opportunities

Tech-savvy generation

Pushed the creation of new culture and new business (e.g. cash sharing) > sharing economy

Women development > female revolution in male-dominated societies > raise voice against violence > create new
paradigm in which we change the perception on women’s role

Use of language > voice against gender stereotypes

Male dominance was not always the norm in history

Women Studies aim to provide theoretical justification to create change in our society; theoretical study to bring
real practice of change in the field

Studies on sexual violence > sexual violence relief center > anti-sexual violence laws and related laws

Press conference with women’s movement group > Japanese reporter attended > resulted to whistleblowing on
sex slavery (comfort women) > political agenda against violence against women

Efforts to revise history with critical minds of feminism > suffering difficulties because of the perception of conserva-
tive people

Women suffer multiple ordeals during war & conflict

Rethink modern societies > improvement

Indigenous traditions

This event (Conference) brings mutual understanding and dialogue

Question 2 (participant from Malaysia): One of the challenges in promoting Gender Studies is the kind of femi-
nism we have right now (e.g. activism among young people). What are the strategies we need to apply to encour-
age activism among young people?

We have not developed enough knowledge on intersectionality. We need to use such paradigm.

It is difficult to understand the young. Also trends have also changed. We need to recognize that the young people
themselves have issues of their own, like how to struggle in life, employment, etc. What we need to do is to
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promote feminist research from the ground. Thus, young researchers should be encouraged to work from the
group.

! Changes, transformation and challenges we are facing in this time of ITC

! Sharing and commoning of knowledge

! Reshaping our values & social norms in this time of ITC, such that new culture is created

! Revise history with the critical minds of feminism

! Women’s Studies provide theoretical justification in bringing real practice of change in the field

PRESENTATION 2

WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES IN MALAYSIA:
Looking Back and Forward, the Experience of KANITA

Dr. DATIN RASHIDA SHUIB
University Sains Malaysia
Kula Lumpur, Malaysia

! Need to look back, stop and reflect: How did we come here? In what direction should we move forward
to?

! Kanita in Penang

! Emergence of WGS > anti-colonialist, post-independence

! Push for modernization and industrialization > Science &Technology became the mantra

! But regimes were not very democratic in practice > but using language of democracy (social justice)

! Linkages of women groups post-independence, women’s movement started locally

! Malaysia, 1970s: climate of restiveness (e.g. issues of poverty, starvation)

! Issues: personal and political (e.g. equality, justice, poverty)

! Push for increased modernization and rapid industrialization > women were given the public space to
work

! Very high investment in terms of education for both men and women (now 60-65% women) > impact on
women

! Ratification of international agreements

! WS/GS centers, units programmes: KANITA, Women’s Studies Unit, Gender and Development Research
Unit, Gender Studies Programme, Center for Gender Research, Women for Progress Research Unit,
Gender Studies Research Cluster, Gender Perspective & Independent Research

! Link with government (for resources, e.g. money)
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! The development of KANITA: began as research project on women and children

! Emergence of political feminisms > women movement/ activism

! Challenge: rising conservatism (secular & religious)

! Women champions > focus on research important to women (e.g. VAW, justice system, women
entrepreneurs, etc)

! Other constraints: focus on KPI (high impact), little understanding and support from the university,
religious conservatism climate

! Re-examine our existence: What is the purpose?

! Strengthen relationship with Women’s NGOs > support > use of ICT > put pressure on issues

! Visible site of knowledge – not just in the university, but also in cyberspace > used to produce new
knowledge and paradigm and share to others

! Role of women as keeper of traditional knowledge > knowledge and practice

! KANITA as part of transnational feminists > touch base and create networks

! Strategize for next decades or so

! There will be a gender conference in Penang

Question 3 (participant from Bangladesh): Women activists/researchers focus on HR as a whole, or focus on
women in general. How about ethnic minority, especially the women and children? What is the status, say, in the
Philippines? In Bangladesh, for instance, we are at forefront of the advocacy to include the minorities in the HR
charter.

! Indigenous traditions

! I agree that women’s rights are human rights. I agree that we have a long way to go to actually
reinterpret human rights from feminist perspectives. We need further vision which would include
rights discourse.

! But bigger than that, which is related to the legacy – a very unfortunate legacy we are going to hand down
to future generation in this time when so much the resources of the planet is destroyed – we need to be
more attentive to the invitations raised by ethnic feminist voices. Not just the visibility but listening to the
voices of the ethnic minorities. Give respect to all. We have to recognize our interdependence,
interconnectedness. For instance, in the use of ICT, we may have effects to other people without us
knowing the results. We have to go further. We have to listen to their voices. We need to see the different
needs that they have. We need to have compassion.

! Looking back at the emergence of Women’s and Gender Studies, and deriving lessons and insights on
how and in what direction to move forward

! Learning from the experience of KANITA

! ITC as a tool to push for women’s agenda and put pressure on these issues
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PRESENTATION 3

REWRITING RIGHTS:
Nexus between Women’s Studies and Human Rights

Prof. AURORA JAVATE DE DIOS
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

! Drawn from personal engagement over the years with national institutions, UNCEDAW, ASEAN

! Assumptions: education > ideological basis of knowledge systems > W/F Studies > human rights

! Concept of HR from white, western, middle-class men > women as invisible and with obscured voices

! Women’s HR: Why are women not in the declaration of rights of man? (pushed by women’s clubs in
France) > sexist attack on women

! Collective efforts to assert rights to education, suffrage, etc

! “Interrogation of Human Rights”

♦ Subject of many discourses > gender perspective

♦ Result f numerous research and debates

♦ Feminist critique of gender neutral laws

! [1] HR underpinned by the dichotomization of the public and private spheres (e.g. gender-based violence
in the family considered “private”)

! [2] False universalism: the androcentric basis of HR discourse makes universalism appear to be false;
neglect of conditions that make HR universalist principles meaningful; non-recognition of difference;
ignore cultural diversity

! [3] Social/cultural norms and rules constrain women’s choices and movements > not addressed
adequately enough > inequalities in opportunities and life outcomes (e.g. concepts of reproduction)

! HR discourse is framed by the existence of UN and is based in the nation-state as implementer and
guarantor of rights

! Economic, political, socio-cultural factors that affect women’s access to education

! Assertion that “Women’s Rights are Human Rights”

! Use of ICT > helped women to organize, coalition-building, consensus-building

! HR as liberatory tool for ALL human beings > but falls short in responding to women situation and needs

! HR from Gender Lens: [1] gender analysis, [2] intersectional analysis, [3] realities of women’s lives
(narratives of women spoken in whispers)

! HR relevant to women: recognize, articulate, set, enshrine

! Commitment of government (held accountable), mechanisms for redress, interventions (e.g raise
awareness), political spaces to negotiate their rights
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! Recognize violence against women in private & public spheres

! Principle of indivisibility of rights

! Influence of feminist scholars

! Challenges

♦ Actual accountability for abuse

♦ Avoiding the trap of ghettoizing women’s HR

♦ Defending and organizing cross-culturally to reflect consensus and diversity of women globally

♦ Globalization

♦ Increasing economic gap

♦ Growing fundamentalism

♦ Militarization

♦ Part of political & democratic struggles

♦ Popularization of women rights

♦ Cultural diversification, etc.

! W/F studies and movement > HR > Gendered legal reforms

Question 1 (participant from the Philippines): There have been instances of banning of students from schools
because of wearing of hijab. Are there policies on freedom of expression that particularly protect religious prac-
tices as such?

Question 3 (participant from Bangladesh): Women activists/researchers focus on HR as a whole, or focus on
women in general. How about ethnic minority, especially the women and children? What is the status, say, in the
Philippines? In Bangladesh, for instance, we are at forefront of the advocacy to include the minorities in the HR
charter.

! There is documented discrimination on the basis of religious affiliations, for instance, in the wearing of
hijab. Legal frameworks also thus respect and recognize the freedom of expression and religion.
There is also the constitutional separation of church and state.

! In practice, these laws fall short in giving much protection equally in all groups of people. This
could be a result of the dominance of, say, 80% of the population is Catholic. This seems to have an effect
of isolating other religions that are less numerous.

! There are many contradictions in which HR are framed and practiced. We do not often enough
stress the intersectionality of rights – economic, political, and socio-cultural rights. We have to be militant
and have the courage to interrogate why this is so.

Question 2 (participant from Malaysia): One of the challenges in promoting Gender Studies is the kind of femi-
nism we have right now (e.g. activism among young people). What are the strategies we need to apply to encour-
age activism among young people?
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! I am also worried. But I would not say that young women are unconcerned/unaware; they are. But there is
some sort of resentment, which came from the fact that [older] activists tend to overwhelm them of their
success, struggles, and pioneering efforts.

! This generation communicates differently. They act differently. An example of which is blogging. Be in
step with what the young are using to communicate and express their political stand/agenda.
This may even be expressed through music. We must also recognize that they have other concerns that
appear not political, but are actually political in context.

! Find more common ground.

! Respect the forms of struggle that they are trying to bring forward.

! Social justice

! Challenges and issues in the recognition of Women’s Rights as Human Rights

! Women’s rights in both public and private spheres

! Interrogation of human rights using gender perspectives

PLENARY SESSION 4A

December 10, 2013
Time: 12:00 NN
Documenter: Prof. NICOLE C. CURATO
Rapporteur:  Mr. JAN GABRIEL CASTAÑEDA

PRESENTATION 1

VALUING THE SOCIAL COST OF MIGRATION:
Towards a Migrant’s Well-being

Prof. AURORA JAVATE DE-DIOS
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

MIGRATION IS AN ISSUE OF GLOBAL PROPORTION and will stay with us for centuries: the Phils. is the 3rd

biggest sending country at 10.5M Filipinos worldwide

But most studies focus on remittances or the economic contribution (e.g. brings in P24B/year); but this limits our
understanding.

Trends noted in the studies are: feminization of migration or the internationalizing of the division of reproductive
work (in PDOS, she noted that DH are taught how to be modest so as not to get rape (to this effect));

Social costs of migration:  money involved (loans, sell properties); families left behind and human rights viola-
tions;
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‘Brain Drain’: massive migration of skilled and ‘unskilled’ workers which also impact on health crisis in the
sending country (e.g.in the Phils., we lack construction workers in Tacloban City (Yolanda case) and Canada
admitted about 300 carpenters migrated recently; also, lack of health human resource is the primary problem of
our health care system;

PROPOSAL: Migrant Health Well-being Index (ongoing) which consists of:

! access to economic opportunities

! access to justice

! access to social protection programs (e.g. health, educ.)

! access to political participation

SYNTHESIS

! The first paper analyses the risks, vulnerabilities and costs of migration;  it calls for quantification of the
social costs of migration; in the end, one will see it entails bigger costs esp. for the mothers;  it offers a
promising concept and indicators of migrant well-being.

! 2nd paper explores on the politics of meanings particularly on the agential identity of women migrants.
They are not only victims but their narratives speak of struggles, resistances and shifting of roles. It also
calls for global citizenship and the gendered character of ‘statelessness’ which rendered more women
vulnerable to it.

! Dynamic interaction between participants and speakers;

! Shamima Akhter from Bangladesh will share her study about reproductive health of Rohinga migrants in
their country (re: UNCHR policy of giving more rooms to big families which motivates women to produce
more children)

PRESENTATION 2

GENDERED IMPACTS OF MIGRATION

Dr. CARIDAD THARAN
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

The Philippine society has already created a ‘culture of migration’  as a means to improve quality of life; her study
look at the lives of 14 individual women migrants who were away from home for 10 – 20 years of their lives;  she
documented their lives before, during and upon return to the Philippines

FINDINGS:  politics of identity and meanings:  DH has been called ‘economic heroes’, ‘toilet cleaners of the world’,
etc.; all these are demeaning; her question now: is this conceptualization of identity relevant?

Many of the narratives revealed they are ‘supermaids’: they act as community social workers, union organizing,
etc.; they not only sacrifice for their families but display their AGENCIES through their day to day struggle and
struggle to gain status in the countries where they work and back home;
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But in the Phils., they reverted to traditional roles after gaining the role of breadwinner;

! What kept them working abroad is their state of ‘ambivalent return’: this also has created culture of
dependence in the family

! Her CALL is to REDEFINE citizenship into GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP which will focus on the responsibility
of the receiving countries:  they must recognize the contributions of migrant workers (economic and
social) so that the rights of the  migrant workers will be realized (as enshrined in the ILO and UN
conventions)

PRESENTATION 3

FALLING BETWEEN THE CRACKS:
Statelessness, Nationality and Migration

Atty. FRANCIS TOM TEMPROSA
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

The title or topic reflects the very condition of the ‘stateless’ people: they are living ‘in the shadows’, anonymous
and most vulnerable; because they have no identification cards to speak of, they have no access to basic social
services; worse, they are deprived of their right to speech and the basic right of nationality;

It is also the most forgotten aspect of human rights; an ‘undiscussed’ issue; not much studies have been done; just
recently, this topic is being revived

There are 12M ‘stateless’ people, accdg to UNHCR

CAUSES of ‘statelessness’ can be technical (no law that provides it) and non-technical (e.g. when a state col-
lapsed, one is rendered ‘stateless’)

‘Stateless’ is when there is no link between the person and the state; more substantive meaning is when is not
able to exercise his/her rights ; 25 countries still discriminate on women in acquiring citizenship

One acquires citizenship or nationality when one is born in a country, one of her/his parents was from the country
and he/she live long enough in the country;  many will lose this when one works long enough in a country but
migration is not a cause of ‘statelessness’; but it must be recognized as an emerging cause.

Human trafficking is an issue of ‘statelessness’: when one is not properly documented, one is easier to traffic;
women becomes more vulnerable to ‘statelessness’ (e.g. problem of ‘dependent’ nationality, laws do not provide
equal rights to women, and gender discrimination);

The cycle of ‘statelessness’ must be broken (if the parents, esp. the mother is ‘stateless’, the children is sure to
become ‘stateless’);

An area of studies which must still be explored
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OPEN FORUM

Replying on the earlier question on the legal status of mail-order brides:  Atty. Temprosa cited there are three
elements of trafficking: act, purpose and means.  For instance, the woman was transported (act), which exploits
(purpose) the woman, through force, coercion or deception (means); then, it is a case of trafficking. He stressed
that CONSENT is not important at all.  There is also the law on “mail-order-bride” (Phils.)

! A follow up question is if there is a law or treaty which regulates such practice in South Korea.  Atty. Tom
is not aware if there is such law or treaty. But he points out that sending country like the Philippines has
less bargaining power;

! Another concern is the CSO role in advocating for recognition of women’s citizenship  esp. in  states
which refuse to do so;

! Concern for undocumented workers in South Korea and if there is a law which will bring them back their
identities;

! Atty. Temprosa noted that ‘statelessness’ is not just losing citizenship but it’s all about rights!  He noted
there is a provision in the CRC about ‘statelessness’ and in CEDAW (women can pass her citizenship to
her children) which we can use.

! Junel of Romblon State U. asked about the legal status of mail-order brides

! Cases of young women (17-18) who migrate with fake documents; are there policies to prevent that?

! Cases of mail-order brides in Vietnam also increasing

! Prof. Oyie agreed that marriage is a legitimate way of migration but there are two kinds:  by choice (with
clear understanding and safety safeguards) and one which involve a third party which profits  and issue
false information;

! Another social cost of migration is it divides the family; she proposed that there must be FAMILY
REUNIFICATION program or family members can stay for some period of time with the migrant worker;

! general proposal is to take migration into a level which will not cost that much.

! Dr. Rashida wants to know if there are studies which delve into the dynamics between the migrant worker
and the families they work with; Dr. Tharan cited a study at the NU of Singaporean which revealed they
become attached to the family but still considered an ‘intruder’ esp. if they replace the role of the
‘grandma’

! Dr. Tharan also cited there is an ample literature on undocumented migrants and she noted on the
problem of having a mindset that they have no rights.
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PLENARY SESSION 4B

GENDER, POPULAR CULTURE, AND MULRIMEDIA

December 10, 2013
Time: 10:30 A.M.–12:30 NN

Moderator: Prof. CHERISH AILEEN A. BRILLION
Rapporteur: IVY MARIE L. GANADILO

PRESENTATION 1

LOGGING IN, COMING OUT:
Formation of Filipino Lesbian Identity Online

Ms. MA. KATRINA M. FERNANDO
Asian Center, University of the Philippines

DIliman, Quezon City Philippines

THE ENORMOUS INFLUENCE OF MAJOR ADVANCES in technology in our lives cannot be denied. Of these
technological advances, perhaps the most influential today are the computer-mediated communication systems
(CMCSs). Just as CMCSs brought people closer and the made the world smaller, it reshaped the way people
communicate and relate with each other. Through these systems, people found different ways to interact with
others. One type of CMCSs is the chat program, and one of the earliest chat programs is the Internet Relay Chat
(IRC). Developed in 1988, IRC is a live written, text-based communication that can be done either as a group
(through forums, called channels) or one-on-one (through private messaging). In the Philippines, one such IRC
channel (or room, as it is commonly referred to) is Lezpinay. It is devoted to lesbians or to women engaged or
interested in same-sex relationships. Its members/chatters are Filipino women, and most reside here in the
Philippines but some are overseas; the chatters’ age range from teens to mid-forties. The Internet provides a “safe”
venue for expression due to the anonymity it allows; and for these lesbians, the IRC, and the Lezpinay channel in
particular, provides a virtual stage where they can perform their gender without fear of discrimination. Using
Walther’s theory of hyperpersonal communication, I focused on how the chat room is an extension of what is real,
and not a tool for assuming an identity that is far too discrete from the actual. I randomly selected five chatters
inside the Lezpinay channel and interviewed them online on how they form their identities inside the text-based
world. The interviews showed that there are enhancements and ornamentations of the self that happen, yet their
formed online identities rarely departed too far from their real-world identities. One reason for this is the possibility
of extending these communications outside the chat room and form personal relationships through face-to-face
interactions.

INTERNET AS A PLACE FOR DECEPTION, you can be anything you want to be. Forming Lesbian identity
online through Computer gated communication (CMC) communication facilitated through computers. CMC is
hyper personal. Hyper meaning over (more stereotypically desirable).
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Questions

! How do they project themselves inside the chatroom?

! Assessment on the role of internet?

! How does internet contribute in the identity formation of Filipino lesbians’ identity online?

METHODOLOGY

LesPinay – (text based website)

! Chatroom for Lesbian

! Chatters are Filipino lesbians in the Philippines and overseas Filipinos

! Selected 5 chatters

In the context of conservative Philippine setting.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
! LezPinay for lesbians as place to express themselves especially to those who are not out in the real

world.

! They can describe themselves bolder in expressing their selves.

! They project to be real, not to deceive people.

! Filipino lesbians are concerned who assumes the masculine or feminine role

! They manage their roles through the use of nicknames. Their nicknames reflect and describe characters.

! Chat room provides a strong bind with other lesbians (Filipino lesbians)

! Help those who are confuse and still cannot tell to the world that they are lesbians.

CONCLUSION

! LezPinay serves as an extension to project their identity

! It serves as an enhancement and ornamentation in affirming their selves

! It enhances oneself in communicating with others

! It exceeds face to face communication and interaction

! There is a possibility of extending oneself outside the chat room

RECOMMENDATIONS

! Expand the number of respondents

! Understands and explore lesbian identity in other media

! Compare lesbians in other countries
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OPEN FORUM

1 Gay men community- Gay’s identity online (suggestion for next study)

2 What do you usually use to refer to lesbians “he” or “she”?

! Gender typologies should be studied further. In the Philippines, he is usually used and sometimes
depends on one’s preference.

3. Do lesbians have also their own language?

! No particular lingo for lesbians.

! The challenge is in classifications of the lesbians.

PRESENTATION 2

JAPANESE MASCULINITIES IN SHONEN ANIME

Prof. JOANA LUISA B. OBISPO
San Beda College
Manila, Philippines

JAPANESE NORMS OF MASCULINITY HAVE BEEN BASED on the role of sarariiman (salaryman) as the model
man who has the ability to provide financial support and stability to his family and has life-long corporate loyalty.
(Harrell, 2010). Over the years, along with societal changes, gender stereotypes have been changing in the
Japanese culture. Alternative constructions of masculinity or multiple masculinities have come into the Japanese
popular cultural scene in different periods of history. The changing realities, relations, and representations of men
and masculinities in Japan encouraged the researcher to analyse anime shows particularly genres geared for
boys (shonen). This paper examines the hegemonic and multiple masculinities of contemporary Japanese society,
specifically in the 1980s to 2000s, as reflected in shonen anime.

With the use of visual analysis of two (2) selected shonen anime series—Dragon Ball (including Z and GT) and
Gundam (Seed, Destiny and 00)—the portrayal of major male characters, the values or themes supported in the
show, and what the shows reveal about Japan’s contemporary culture were examined. The list of traits for mascu-
line, feminine, and both genders found in the two studies of Yoko Sugihara and Emiko Katsurada were used by the
researcher in determining and classifying the characteristics of the major male characters of the two anime series
plus other personally observed attributes.

Results corroborate the contention of R.W. Connell (2000) that “there is no single pattern of masculinity and
different cultures construct masculinity differently in different periods” as seen in post-war Japan. Review of
shonen anime character roles revealed that although the males are dominant in the two (2) shonen anime, the
expanding femininity of contemporary Japan is conveyed through significant relationships and interactions in
many episodes. This blurring of gender boundaries depicted in animation have contributed to revealing the so-
called “Japan’s masculinity crisis.”

! Animation films depict the phenomenon of the Japanese men’s search for superficial change without
transforming Japan’s male-dominated social structure itself.
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! The trend of ‘shrinking masculinity’ in Japan is also depicted in popular animation films

OBJECTIVES

How shonen anime masculinities reflect the hegemonic and multiple masculinities of contemporary Japan?

FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

! Hegemonic Maculinity-Highly visible, culturally-dominant

♦ Sarariiman- low level samurai bureaucrats

! White collar employees

! Breadwinners

♦ Ikujiren- Japanese child caring men who balanced fatherhood and work

! Herbivorous men

! Unspoken rebellion against masculine

! Keen interest in fashion and personal appearance

! Ojo-man-girly man

! Attractive, slim, young & frugal, high interest in fashion

♦ Otaku- Absorbed in Japanese pop-culture of anime, manga, computer games

♦ Petit (neo) nationalist

! Motivated to join nationalist movements

! Multiple Masculinities- No pattern of masculinity/ constructed differently in different cultures

METHODOLOGY

! ·Visual analysis of Dragon Ball and Gundam (shonen anime series)

! ·Dragon Ball and Gundam- 30 episodes

♦ Indicators of Visual Analysis

! Plot, setting, time

! Portrayal of major characters

! Values or themes

! Contemporary culture

! List of traits for masculine and feminine

ANALYSIS

Shonen Anime

! Teen guys dealing with teen concerns/actions/sports

! Never say die attitude
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♦ Dragon ball

! Search for the dragon balls / journey to

! Theme: Self-improvement

! Values: friendship, compassion, forgiveness and love

♦ Gundam

! Features giant robots

! Theme: Emotions of characters who have to face death,

Gender Roles

! Masculinity (father, prince, warrior, soldier, pilot

Relation to Contemporary Japan

! Industrialized and technological Japan trying to be prominent economic and political player in the global
arena

CONCLUSION

! Gender stereotypes have been changing in the Japanese culture

! Masculunity is not fixed attribute but a constantly  negotiated construction

! Male anime characters fall under the category of both masculine and feminine

OPEN FORUM

1 Expand further in analyzing Gundam series, as it critics politics and war (suggestion)

2 Why shonen? Why Dragon ball and Gundam was used in the study?

♦ Most anime portray women. There are few studies that talks about masculinity in anime.

♦ Dragonball choice is based on its popularity and the Philippines. It provides a good description of its
characters’ physical attribute.

! Gundam shows complex and changing themes. (more serious tone compared to Dragon Ball Z)

3. Methodology? It used quantitative method. How did you come up with the result of the quantitative study?

! Based on the number characters of the two anime and in particularly the characteristics of anime
analyzed.

4. How shonen anime affect viewers?

! Realization that men are protective and caring. (anime in general)
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PRESENTATION 3

GENDER POLITICS OF MENSTRUATION:
Advertisement of Menstrual Product in Korea

Prof. JIEUN ROH
Ewha Womans Univeristy

Seoul; Korea

THIS PAPER AIMS TO EXAMINE how “menstruating women” and “women as menstrual product consumers” are,
in Korean society, indicated as the new principal agent of the “modern women” and to reveal critically the gender
politics of menstruation in regards to cultural practice of menstruation that alienates women’s physical experiences
and genders women as inferior by analyzing menstrual product advertisements in Dong-A Women (1970s –
2000s), the oldest women’s magazine in Korea. Since disposable, self-adhesive menstrual products were first
commercialized in Korea in 1975, advertisements for menstrual products, occasionally in the name of science,
have mystified menstruation, which has been generally considered a taboo and perceived as contamination, by
emphasizing women’s anxiety and shame. As disposable menstrual products became commercialized along with
contraceptive pills, they began to be commonly perceived as a daily necessity in the life of a modern woman, as
well as a “choice” that could be equally made by anyone, a revolutionary scientific invention that led to the
“freedom” and “liberation” of women from their physical body and social constraints. The innovation of menstrual
products, made possible by the development of capitalistic technology, promises freedom for women from biologi-
cal and historical time and space, with “miraculous” absorption, ultra-thin material, and convenient “wings.”
Women can get around freely, regardless of time and space, without worry, even on days with heavy menstrual
bleeding. The advertisements work “magic,” claiming that women can be active, independent, and brave by
“transcending” the obstacles faced by women of previous generations. However, at the same time there is an
unchanging message that women are abnormal, non-daily, unsanitary, and unhealthy, all due to menstruation,
and thus need self-protection. This is an “imaginative value,” created by the norms of specific socio-cultural values
during the commercialization of menstrual products, rather than a value inherent in the products themselves. In
other words, the effect of discourse has occasionally created new socio-cultural values, turned them into the
product’s values, and intervened in social relations, all the while competing with the previous criteria for social
values. Advertisements for menstrual products show the points at which the capitalistic desire to constantly turn
women into capitalistic market consumers is entwined with patriarchal values and the norms that marginalize
women.

! Examine how gender and femininity related to menstruation in Korean society

! Analyzing sanitary pads advertisement

! Reveal the cultural notion of menstruation

Commodity - in social life and as reflection social relationships

CONTEXT

! Advertisement becomes a cultural medium

! Relating freedom and independence to the use of pads

Analysis based on the pads’ advertisement
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! Menstruation is considered as a taboo and perceived as contamination, emphasizing women anxiety
(marginalized women)

! Menstruation enslaving women

How did pads persuade consumers to understand the new commodity in the context of Korean culture?

1970S

! New Freedom- New era of Sanitary Pads (kotex new freedom advertisement)

! Reflects effective and independent women

! Liberating self from period

! Revolutionary way of dealing with menstrual period

1980S

! Being confident

! Being trendy women

! Make women independent and complete

1990S

! Purity and Cleanliness

! To make women feel protected and secure

These reflect negative views about women’s bodies and their menstrual cycles

In Korea there are ‘Menstruation movements (by feminist group) that conduct menstruation festivals to provide
better understanding of the menstrual cycle.

OPEN FORUM

1. Sanitary napkins as an environmental issue. (feminine issue?)

! NGOs have made / invented environmental pads. They also conduct workshops to educate.

2. How proper disposal of pads in Korea is conducted? Are there any guidelines or policies?

! No guidelines or policies on the proper disposal

! Tiny bags can be bought to be use in disposing pads.
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PLENARY SESSION 5A

Date: December 10, 2013
Time: 1:00 PM

Moderator: CZARINA SALOMA-AKPEDONU
Rapporteur: MARIFEL GERONIMO

PRESENTATION 1

TOWARDS A GENDER RESPONSIVE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES:
GAD Mainstreaming in UP Cebu

Dr. RHODORA T. MASILANG-BUCOY
University of the Philippines Cebu

Cebu, Philippines

Gender issues must be addressed because they impede the capabilities of men and women. UCWS as leading
center in GM; GAD Focals per CU. Institutionalization of GAD in all campuses. Gender Mainstreaming in the Tri-
functions of the university: teaching, research and extension.

! Engendering the curriculum.

! Offering of Gender courses

! Publications on women’s role

! Foregrounding women’s voices

! Rights-based perspective

! Gender-fair

! Integrating CEDAW in teaching research and extension

! GAD Discourses in UPC

! Eco-feminisms

! Feminists engaged in Queer Theory

! Discourses in the UN

! MCW- Philippine version of CEDAW

! GST among students.
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OPEN FORUM

! MCW- Philippine version of CEDAW

! Gender Mainstreaming in the Philippines is also challenging. It wasn’t an easy thing to do.

! The use of the word “mainstreaming” was questioned.

! “Integration” should be the right term and not mainstreaming.

! Not anti-men.

! Anti-patriarchal focus.

! University provides the resource persons, consultants, and technical expertise of the govt.

! Establishment of gender resource centers.

! PCW is the national machinery for women.

! Phil Framework Plan for Development.

! Gender advocates have their ethical position.

NOTES

! Discussed how is Gender Mainstreaming done in UP.

! Gender has been mainstreamed in the academe.

! Emphasized the importance of the role of GAD champions and the role of administration.

PRESENTATION 2

FIELDS OF EXPERTISE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE
AND THE DEMAND FOR GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

EXPERTS IN ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS:
UPLB Gender Center

Dr. MARIA HELEN F. DAYO
University of the Philippines Los Baños

Los Baños, Philippines

EFFORTS MADE BY NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH institutions to integrate the gender and
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development perspectives in problem-focused research has contributed to a growing number of gendered
research in agriculture and natural resources. Research agencies such as SANREM (Sustainable Agriculture and
Natural Resources Management), Innovation Lab by the USAID, IRRI, WorldFish and EEPSEA included as part of
their mission the development of gendered research in agriculture and related fields. This pushed to increase the
participation of GAD experts in the field of technical and scientific discourses.

This paper presents the growing demand for GAD experts in agricultural science and their significant contributions
to research that examine issues affecting women and gender participation in rural development.

! World Bank invested 83% of its lending and grants in GAD research and projects.

! More female researchers and faculty do the research in UPLB.

! Integrate GAD in researches in agriculture and science and technology.

! SANREM CRSP, one of the Center’s partners, ensured that there is a Gender Equity Coordinator in the
project.

! Strong collaborations with US universities and South Asian institutions

! Engendering ENRE research.

! Engagements in international research initiatives with institutions like the USAID with a strong
commitment for GAD should be further encouraged

OPEN FORUM

! There are more women scientists than men

! Current data shows that there are more women students in predominantly men’s field (e.g. Forestry,
Engineering, etc.)

! There are emerging issues that we have to address.

PRESENTATION 3

GENDER MAINSTREAMING EXPERIENCE

Dr. ODINE DE GUZMAN
University of the Philippines

Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines

Three issues observed in her experience as a training facilitator / resource speaker:

1. Uneven development and access to knowledge and resources across the regions

! Same audience, repetition

! Fast turnover in our gender advocates
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! Not permanent positions

! This is something that is not taken seriously

! Uneven distribution of resources

! Administrative issues (lack of support from university administrators)

! Uneven acceptance of gender as a concept and an analytical tool

2. Issue of backlash

! Strong backlash against the women’s movement

! The main agenda is to transform the way we relate to one another in society

! Perceived as highly threatening

! Can cower us

3. Complexity and multiplicity of the theories and strategies in pursuing women’s empowerment
and emancipation.

! Perceived as highly threatening

! Theories such as Post-Feminist Theory, etc. (new worldview, contradicting earlier notions of
feminism, very contemporary)

! We don’t interrogate what is it really about

! Easily overtaken by the literal meaning of the term

! Compounded by the digital times

!  Outpouring of representation of women in transmedia

! Stronger case for “traditional” imagery of women

! Sexual objectification of people

! ICTs allow people access in the platform to express themselves freely giving them feeling of
emancipation

! Selfies –promoting myself sexually

! Open to abuse by the self or abuse of other people

! Other traditional way of representation

! Chic Lit

While there is a continued need for training and training in general sense, there

1. Carefully alienating the different strategies and the reasons for these strategies and theories

2. Develop better ways of redistributing resources (material or knowledge)
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OPEN FORUM

! Other traditional way of representation

! How knowledge moves in and out of the academe.

! Provided insights into the Humanities.

! The need to look how we might actually move with the times.

! Times have changed and so must we.

! What about the men?

! Pushing for a woman president of UP

! Still more women participants in trainings

! Voluntary activities are participated by women

! The challenge is to cater to the men’s needs.

! Gender-sensitive men

! Resources are always limited

! “Palagi na lang nagseseminar”

! Paulit-ulit

! Overwhelmed with part-timers than permanent employees

! Different people for the next school year

! What should be done?

! Segregation?

! Expose them to a different kind of training. They have to move up. There are levels of training.

! Training Needs Analysis

! Personal acceptance of changing consciousness

! Continuing education program.

! Systematic assessment of our impact. Come up with an instrument to gauge.

! Journals of our students, the way they respond to gender issues, made commentaries on issues
discussed publicly (movies, etc).

! Femininity and masculinity

! Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity
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PLENARY SESSION 5B

Time: 1:00 AM – 2:30 AM
Rapporteur: Dr. ANTHONY CORDERO
Documenter:  Mr. JAN GABRIEL CASTAÑEDA

PRESENTATION 1

RETHINKING THE INDIGENOUS AS A TOPIC OF ASIAN FEMINIST STUDIES

Prof. YOON HAE LIN
Korean Women’s Institute

Ewha University, South Korea

THIS PAPER IS BASED ON THE CERTAIN POINT that 'the indigenous', which have long been occupied by the
Asian patriarchy or the local communities, now calls for the repositioning in the feminist context.

‘The indigenous’, in one part, generally refer to the matured long-standing traditions and practices of certain
regional, or local communities, as a mode of a place specific way of endowing the world with integral meaning. In
the narrow definition, it points to the particular form of placed based knowledge for survival, for example, the useful
knowledge of a population who have lived experiences of the environment .

In the other part, 'the indigenous' could be criticized in the gender perspectives because it has been served as an
ideological tool for patriarchy and sexism, which have undermined women's body and subjectivity in the name of
the Asian traditional community. That's why the feminists with sensitivity to the discourses of it, may perceive it very
differently, still hesitating dealing with the problem.

However, even if there are tendencies that the conservatives romanticize local traditions and essentialize 'the
indigenous', as it were, it does not exist 'out there'. Then, it could be scrutinized in the contemporary context which,
especially, needs to seek the possibility towards the alternatively post-developmental knowledge system. In the
face of global economic crisis which might be resulted from the instrumentalized or fragmented knowledge
production system, its holistic conceptions that human, society, and nature should not be isolated from each other.
is able to give an insightful thinking. It will work in the restraint condition that we reconceptualize the indigenous
knowledge not as an unchanging artefact of a timeless culture, but as a dynamic, living and culturally meaningful
system towards the ecofeministic indigenous knowledge. And then, indigenous renaissance phenomena which
empower non-western culture and knowledge system and generate increased consciousness of cultural member-
ship.

Thus, this paper aims to argue that the indigenous knowledge, which has been underestimated in the western-
centered knowledge-power relations, could be reconstructed as a potential resources of ecological civility
transnationally that reconnect individuals and societies with nature.

The term “indigenous” has difficult definitions and is often linked to despotism, but now it is trying to be used in a
more positive manner. However, the context of feminism sees the word as being used as a basis for sex discrimi-
nation and patriarchy, and it is desired for local feminists to seek a research framework in the experience of local
indigenous women.

The goal is to empower.
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Indigenousness is not a ahistorical artificact, and it is necessary to recapture the ideas of indigenousness in the
eyes of feminism.

In China’s case, it is necessary to establish a local women’s studies program in the region rather than simply
importing western notions, in order to add to the pool of knowledge. The point is the localization of knowledge
production. An example was the use of “Ina” in the place of Maria in Christianity, the link was made between
Christianity and local indigenous culture.

There is also criticism of the way western discourses have framed Africans as generally counting on mysterious
supernatural power.

The multi-faceted aspects of indigineousness and affects people in many ways.  There is, however, the possibility
of using indigneousness and local knowledge in order to manipulate and maintain existing ruling stystems.

In relation to development, Asian developmentalism has seen the collapse of traditionsal communities and diverse
local entities due to hegemonic unilateral ideas of development. There should be “sustainable development”.

“Ecological Citizenship” as a more comprehensive idea of citizenship that transcends boundaries of territory.

Asia Asia Asia, Alliance of Women

It is hoped that Asia becomes an emergent space of this reconceptualized indigenousness and a place of sustain-
able development.

PRESENTATION 2

ISLAMIC INHERITANCE LAW PRACTICE
IN INDONESIAN MUSLIM COMMUNITY:

Sense of Justice and Women Access in Inheritance Rights

Prof. IKLILAH MUZAYYANAH FAJRIYAH
Lecturer, Graduate Studies Program (Gender Studies)

Indonesia University

AS IMPLICATION INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT, I will elaborate Islamic inheritance law practice and women
access as inheritors. Accordance to faraidh (Islamic inheritance law) concept, woman has the same right like man.
However, faraidh concept distinguishes the allocation of inheritance distribution among them as implication of
Holy Quran and Hadith interpretation. This difference of distribution allocation can be seen also in Indonesia
Compilation of Islamic Law that has been often used by judge in the religion courts. For majority of Muslim
community, the differentiation of inheritance describes justice because of the division of gender roles in a Muslim
family.

In the development of Indonesian society, the logic of inheritance law has been tested with changes of gender
roles in Muslim families. Women access to information and knowledge make their understanding to the discourse
of gender equality in terms of inheritance is better. This situation raises the discourse of justice in Islamic inherit-
ance law that has been widely applied to the Muslim community.

In a case study research in East Java, the distribution of inheritance practices among the Muslim community
showed that faraidh law is not the only source of reference. In several cases, women and men got the same
allocation of inheritance. The initiative for giving same allocation is emerging not only from women, but also from
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men. Women public roles or special situations for them often became considerations for not using Islamic inherit-
ance law. Fulfilment of justice is main reason why the faraidh law is not be used as a legal basis. These facts
should be taken into considerations for the State that still uses Compilation of Islamic Law as the basis of reference
in applying Islamic inheritance law in the religion courts.

The matter of inheritance is seen primarily as a religious issue and not a matter of access to justice and equality of
women. The standard of Islamic inheritance laws are based on a verse in the Quran.

Woman is an inheritor, but the man inheritor inherits twice as much. This is based on something called “propor-
tional justice”, which is based on the gender roles of men and women.

However, changing gender roles have changed the reality of these proportions due to the participation of women
in economic spheres. These changing realities makes it necessary to examine the legal logic of the Islamic
inheritance law.

Unfortunately, traditional interpretations of Islamic scholars basically says that men still get twice the portion.

In research, the problems lie in figuring out the position of women in inheritance practices, their gender roles, and
the actual practice of settlement.

FINDINGS

Experiences show that not all heritage was distributed. In fact, some cases see that none of the heritage was
distributed. This is because of the “taboo” nature of the inheritance law in relation to women.

In practice, the heiress generally choose to be passive even though they feel it is unfair,.  The sense of justifce of
women is interpreted differently: justice is measured based on ideal responsibilities of gender roles in islamic
families; justice is not the same but is should be based on contexrts (i.e. religious contexts).

CONCLUSIONS

Inheritcance practices show trhat majority do not implement the concept of Islamic inheritance law.

Inheritance

The changing gender roles particularly in women’s contributions have created a new concept of justice, and this
sense may increase more and more.

OPEN FORUM

What is the idea of indigineousness in the paper?

" The evaluation of trad

How does indigenousness apply to the realities of society?

" The use of indiginoues wisdom or practices in relation to the contexts, such as the valuing of elders’
ideas.

Sustainable Progressiveness instead of development, or sustainable development. Do they have the same
meaning? Would it be alright to merely use the terminologies interchangeably?
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" The use of sustainable and progressiveness as opposed to development is a criticism of its traditional
western use – the contrast between “developed” countries and “undeveloped” countries. It is a rethinking
of social progress in local contexts without always employing western notions of development.

Can we really achieve this sustainable development? Indigenousness seems so contrasting from development.

" One way of applying this concept is by backing up the use of local materials and produce, such as the
farming of local produce.

Implementation of Islamic law is obstructed due to certain cultural barriers. So what are the plans to address these
barriers?

" In the case of Islamic inheritance law in Indonesia, it is set in the compilation of Islamic laws that the
women only get less. The solution would be a more holistic reinterpretation of the law, but the problem
sometimes is that those faced in the courts are also men, so there is an issue of power relations there.
Also, men sometimes do not have the same gender justice lens.

What is the role of the Ulama? Are they aware of changing gender roles?

" Islamic scholars do know, but they continue to close their eyes to this reality and they think that this cannot
change the law because the obligations of earning money and livelihood is still the domain of men, and
women who do this is merely “help”. There are some Islamic scholars who have more progressive views,
but they are a minority.

The interpretation of Islamic law is being controlled and monopolized by certain individuals. While we fight to
change this, because this will take a long time, there ought to be spaces in the Islamic framework that will allow
women to fight for some form of equality. For example, there is the “hiba”, which is a form of writing wills (“a gift
while one is alive”) which, in the case of Malaysia, is uncontestable.

" Unfortunately, in religious courts, the hibas would be challenged and it may inevitably be discarded in
favor of more traditional inheritance laws. In Indonesia however, it can be challenged.
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PLENARY SESSION 6A

10 December 2013
2:45 – 5:00 PM
Rapporteur: KATRINA S. NAVALLO
Moderator: RYAN SILVERIO

PRESENTATION 1

HIS SIDE OF THE STORY:
Storylines, Speech-Acts, and Positions of Husbands

Who Have Experienced Spousal Abuse

Ms. ARISA JUNIO, Ms. INGRID SAPLAGIO, & Ms. AIKO SHIMIZU
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

THE STUDY IS AN ANALYSIS ON HOW HUSBANDS position themselves in their recalled conversations of
spousal abuse. This research (1) provides an overview of arguments supporting or resisting the inclusion of male
victims of spousal abuse in the policy framework of domestic violence in the Philippines, (2) presents recalled
episodes of spousal abuse of husbands who have experienced such from their female partners, and (3) analyzes
how husbands position themselves in their recalled conversation of spousal abuse using Horace Romano Harré’s
Positioning Theory.  While this study delves into marginalized discourses on domestic violence, focusing mainly
on heterosexual males as victims of spousal abuse, it does not intend to debunk dominant discourses.

The research was motivated by a desire to add to the existing literature which different forms of spousal abuse,
such as in the study When Nanay Remains Silent in Spousal Abuse by Boncodin et al. (2010), a study on male
victims of sexual abuse in armed conflict by Paloma et al. (2012), as well as spousal abuse in same-sex relation-
ships by Ofreneo and Montiel (2010).

The study’s focus is on how do husbands position themselves in their recalled conversations of spousal abuse
through qualitative in-depth interview, Conversational Positioning Analysis, and Reflexive Positioning Analysis.

The related literature showed that the inclusion of male victims in the policy framework of domestic violence has
been both supported (ex. citing the need of support for male victims of sexual abuse and the principle of equality
before the law) and resisted (ex. the perception of men as perpetrators and not as victims, the gendered nature of
law, the fact that the majority of reported cases deal with women, etc.).

Existing legislation attempts to enforce punitive measures but have fallen short in a number of ways, such as the
Family Court Act of 1997 (identifies only women and children as victims), the Anti-Rape Act of 1997 (men can be
victims but not in cases of marital rape ), and the Anti-Violence Against Women and their Children Act of 2004
(lacks implementation).

RESULTS

In the analysis of the data, it was seen that conversations were triggers of physical abuse, and that the occurrence
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of physical abuse was not random and sporadic. One of the most common triggers of heated arguments (which
eventually lead to physical abuse) was financial problems.

In the recollections, the husband counter-negotiates the ‘inferior’ position assigned to him by the wife’s utterances.

In the conversations, positions appeared to be fluid, dynamic and changing. However, positions in reflections are
more stable and fixed because a person wants to present himself based on how he constructs his identity.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Abuse and violence in any relationship, including spousal relationships, are power-based, regardless of
gender.

2. In the case of male victims of spousal abuse, the husband counter-negotiates the ‘inferior’ position
assigned to him by the wife’s utterances through his reflexive positioning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Use Harré’s updated framework (positioning diamond) which includes identity. Try to study how men/abused men
construct their identity through their talk

Conduct a study and interview both sides. Interview husband and wife (alleged perpetrator and victim) to have a
more holistic analysis and be able to cross check stories.

Conduct a study on how social institutions (hospitals, barangays, police, government organizations) position male
victims and how this affects the male victim’s positioning.

I Saplagio:  How did we come up with the study? By incorporating the gaps of three studies: analyzing the
silences of women victims in spousal abuse, treatment of security council towards spousal abuse.

A Junio:  How do husbands position themselves in their recalled conversations of spousal abuse? Our bbjective
is to provide findings that will support/resist arguments : (1) arguments supporting the inclusion of male victims in
the policy framework of domestic violence: male victims exist, equality under the law, men need support; (2)
arguments resisting the inclusion of male victims in the policy framework of domestic violence: majority of victims
are women, law is gendered, men as perpetrators of abuse and not as victims.

I Saplagio:: The occurrence of physical abuse is not random, because it can be traced to conversations which can
spark abuse. One of the most common triggers is financial problems, similar to our first interviewee.

A Shimizu:  Husband counter-negotiates the ‘inferior’ position assigned to him by the wife’s utterances; positions
are fluid, dynamic and changing; actions also position persons.

CONCLUSIONS:  (1) Positions are fluid, dynamic and changing, (2) a husband’s reflexive positioning influences
the positioning done to him by his wife, (3) based on episodes of spousal abuse, conversations either trigger or
spark physical abuse, (4) physical abuse is a form of positioning, (5) abuse and violence are power-based,
regardless of gender and sex.

A Junio:  RECOMMENDATIONS: (1) use Harre’s positioning diamond, which includes identity; (2) Conduct a
study and interview both sides; and (3) conduct a study on how social institutions position male victim and how this
affects the male positioning.
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PRESENTER 2

NEGOTIATING SELF-INTERESTS:
A Study on Transpinays in the Pornographic Industry

Ms. JOANNA LAVARES, Ms. DANIKA RIVERA & Ms. DAPHNE VALDEZ
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

THIS PAPER AIMS TO SURFACE THE NARRATIVES of Filipina male-to-female transgender (Transpinay)
pornographic actresses inside the industry, understand the question of how they view themselves as transgender
actors in sex media, how the industry shapes their identity, and how they exercise agency in response to the
norms and practices of the industry using Pierre Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice.

It’s an underground enterprise, filmed locally and outsourced to foreign producers – and because the industry
being illegal and marketed abroad, actors have zero rights support and do not have access to sexual and repro-
ductive health services.

Several studies have already been made on pornography and its actors. However, these studies have mainly
focused on the outsider’s perspective on the industry and its participants. Studies on transgender porn actors are
especially elusive. In the largely taboo industry that is pornography, transgenders operate as an even smaller,
more invisibilised group. However, the male-to-female transgender porn actors have a rather large number of
audiences among the heterosexual male-dominated audience of the industry.

The researchers attempt to discuss primarily the narratives of Transpinays engaged in pornography in the
Philippine context, keeping in mind the negative view of the public on pornography, and to analyse how
Transpinays negotiate their self-interests in the pornographic industry using Pierre Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice.

FINDINGS

Based on the semi-structured interviews and analysis of the narratives of three transpinay respondents, research-
ers were able to identify elements within Theory of Practice’s

field (the transcationality of the Philippine pornographic industry), doxa (dominant heterosexual and
heteronormative systems), capital (respondents’ notion of individual history and physical, psychological and social
tools), habitus (repondents’ capacity to balance personal interests with industry expectations), and hexis (tactics of
“seduction” & “deception”, the cisgender female ideal, the “tranny surprise”, and catering to the requests of clients).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Transpinays face the challenge of compromising their interests vis-à-vis the culture and the practices of
other key players in the industry.

2. Transpinay porn actresses shall continue to participate in the industry as long as their personal interests
(financial, affirmation as a woman, satisfying curiosity, etc.) are fulfilled.

3. In exchange for this, the Transpinay actress will have to give in to the demands of the porn industry, which
is to assimilate with the heterosexual culture and embody the “fantasy woman” (feminine, cisgender ideal,
with the presence of male genitalia).
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4. Affirming the heterosexual practice helps this culture or doxa perpetuate in the industry, which in turn
affirms the expectations and demands of its main audience: the straight, cisgender male.

RECOMMENDATIONS

! The society’s view on transpinays should be informed and educated

! Safety concerns for both the researchers and the respondents were considered of utmost importance

! establish a friendly rapport with potential respondents before the data-gathering process

! Methodological recommendations, such as a larger sample size within different domains

J Lavares:  This is a study on transgender Filipinas (male to female) on local porn industry. The Philippine porn
industry makes US$1 billion/yr. The local industry is underground, that is, illegal. We have foreign producers who
outsource local films and hire actors within the country and distribute it outside.

Many studies done on the subject mainly focus on the outsider’s perspective on the industry and its participants.
Griffith et al (2012) did qualitative studies on porn actors’ personal experiences.

Porn industry is dominated by heterosexual porn. In the largely taboo industry of porn, transgenders operate as an
invisible group. The photo (refer to the PPT) illustrates how men want to go beyond their physical capabilities but
not completely letting go of their identity as males.

PROBLEM: How do transpinays negotiate their self-interests in the porn industry?

D Valdez:  Impact of the political economy of the porn industry in the Ph begins with Marcos’ banning of bomba
films; and subsequent proliferation in the internet

J Lavares::  Theoretical framework used: Bourdieu’s Theory of Practice

D Valdez:  Methodology: Semi-structured interview, qualitative in-depth interviews

J Lavares:  Operational framework (refer to the PPT)

D Rivera:  Four recurring themes found among the interviees: (1) involvement in the industry; (2) motivations; (3)
interactions with clients; and (4) reasons for leaving.

As to their involvement in the industry, entry is usually through their peers, which also becomes a rite of passage in
the industry.

They have placed their identities as porn actresses; motivated by financial needs and sustenance to family; willing
to do anything the clients ask for as long as she will get paid.

Participation in the industry continues as an affirmation as a woman; gains feeling of empowerment during
moments of interaction with clients.

Motivations play an important role in playing their part in the industry. Porn businesses thrive in the country mainly
because of the customers. Their treatment of the client dictates the success of their career, while it borders on
transactional and emotional boundaries. Catering to the needs of the client is still the motivation of their entering
the industry.

Reasons for leaving include desire to use her educational background in another career; lack of satisfaction as a
porn actress and a desire for public service; one interviewee was raised as a Roman Catholic, hence her values
contradict her line of work.

Disclosing of involvement in the industry include use of heavy makeup during filming to cover her identity; fear of
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being judged – being a transgender means having limited work opportunities; porn industry as the only open
option for them; illegal status of the industry, actors are being judged in the value of their work.

J Lavares:  Bodily practices:

Field: transactionality, heterosexual doxa

Habitus: negotiating personal interest with industry expectations. Transpinays need to negotiate their self interest
with the demands of the industry.

Capital: notion of individual history, physical (corporeal), psychological, social

Hexis: (bodily practice) – tactics of “seduction and deception”; the female, cisgender ideal; the “tranny surprise”;
catering to the requests of clients

D Rivera:  CONCLUSION: Transpinays face the challenge of compromising their interests vis-à-vis the culture
and the practices of other key players in the industry. They continue to participate in the industry for practical and
personal reasons stated above.

D Valdez:  RECOMMENDATIONS: Protection of their rights and safety should be a priority for lawmakers; and
society should be informed and educated.

PRESENTER 3

HETERONORMATIVE DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
OF THE PHILIPPINE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION’S TEXTBOOKS

FOR GRADE SCHOOL STUDENTS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Ms. RINA FULO, Ms. SHERAZADE KARIM, & Ms. MARY VIDAL
Miriam College

Quezon City, Philippines

THIS PAPER ANSWERS THE RESEARCH PROBLEM: What are the heteronormative discourses that are being
promoted by the elementary grade school textbooks required by the Philippine Department of Education in public
schools? It presents the Philippine Department of Education’s GAD policies and directives on textbook production
and identifies and analyzes heteronormative discourses in the selected textbooks using Foucauldian Discourse
Analysis by Carla Willig. By examining textbooks that have been approved by the Department of Education in the
Grade 3 level, for  the following subjects Wastong Pag-uugali at Kagandahang Asal, Edukasyong Pantahanan at
Pangkabuhayan, and HeKaSi, the researchs found the following  themes: femininity, masculinity, notions of family,
and gendered social relations, which have allowed the research to deduce the following discourses. For the
theme of Femininity the following discourses are: (1) Women as nurturer; (2) Women as domestic; (3) Women as
self-doubting; (4) Women as physically incapable; and, (5) Women as aesthetic. For the theme masculinity: (1)
Men as physically strong discourse, (2) Men as Economic Foundation discourse, (3) Men as skilled and knowl-
edgeable discourse, (4) Men as an Affirmer discourse, (5) Men as competitive discourse, (6) Men as Intelligent
discourse. For the theme of family: (1) Model Family Discourse, (2) Motherhood discourse, (3), Fatherhood
discourse, (4) Heteronormative Division of Labor discourse, and lastly for the theme of gendered social relations
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are: (1) Heteronormative Division of Socializing outside the home (2). Heteronormative Division of Socializing
inside the home.

The research was conducted with an understanding of society’s heteronormative context, borrowing the ideas of
theorists like Adrienne Rich (“Heterosexuality is not innate; people are obliged to become heterosexuals.”),
Michael Warner (“Heterosexuality is privileged, and is so discreet and so embedded in society that heterosexuality
is almost synonymous to humanity.”) and Eva Sedgwick (“[Heteronormativity] Reduces sexuality into a single
sexuality that is conceived as natural and inevitable. That single, natural and inevitable sexuality is heterosexual-
ity.”).

Heteronormativity is being reproduced in various mediums but society does not question its biases by virtue of its
air of “naturality”. Heteronormativity, like other dominant cultural frameworks, reproduced through various medi-
ums, such as textbooks and education.

The research’s primary concern is what forms of the heteronormative discourses are being promoted by the
elementary grade school textbooks required by the Philippine Department of Education in public schools. The
textbooks are analyzed using Carla Willig’s Foucaldian Discourse Analysis.

FINDINGS

The Department of Education, through its orders related to the establishment and implementation of the GAD
Focal Point System, sought to provide a set of guidelines to incorporate good moral values and makes sure no sort
of discrimination, exclusion or any sort of harmful ideas will be included in the textbooks. These are handed to
selected book publishers and evaluators as a basis or guideline for the content of textbooks, on what should and
should not be inside the textbook.

Based on the analysis, these themes related to gender emerge:

FEMININITY

! Femininity always pertained to women.

! Women portrayed as homemakers, mothers, associated with beauty.

! Women (wife or aunts) doing household chores.

MASCULINITY

! Notion of Masculinity

! Masculinity always pertained to men.

! Men portrayed as strong, active beings.

! Father as head of the family, and breadwinner.

STRUCTURE OF THE FAMILY

! Portrayed in the textbooks containing two heterosexual parents, and two children, one boy, one girl.

! Reveals the sexual division of labor inside the family

In an email interview with Marita Pimentel from the Women and Gender Institute, Miriam College (August 2014):
“Almost all textbooks in almost all subjects in almost all levels, remained instruments of sending and teaching
ideas of stereotypes and biases on gender. None that I know of is providing our learners with gender fair mes-
sages intentionally.”

Gender stereotypes legitimizes heteronormativity. Heteronormative discourses that are strengthened are:
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1. Women as nurturer, as domestic, as self-doubting, as physically incapable, as aesthetic, etc.

2. Men as physically strong, as breadwinners, as skilled and knowledgeable, as competitive, as Intelligent,
etc.

3. The family as having an acceptable “model” with mothers and fathers with specific heteronormative
division of labor with a rigid structure and prescriptive nature that leaves no room for diverse forms of
family.

CONCLUSIONS

The Department of Education, through its textbooks, are inadvertently propagating heteronormative discourses.
These discourses institutionalize heterosexual acts and roles and limits other forms of discourses, creating a rigid
structure with no room to be different and over simplifies ways of life and being. These discourses make non-
heterosexuals invisible, assuming that same-sex relations or other gender-variant identities are not possible.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. DepEd needs to strengthen their gender mainstreaming efforts and more visible.

2. DepEd should use not just a gender-sensitive lens but also a “non-heteronormative” lens.

3. DepEd should be more critical of heteronormative practices.

R Fulo:  Heteronormativity definitions (refer to PPT)

People tend to discriminate those who do not follow gender norms and culture. Heteronormativity is being repro-
duced in various mediums but society does not question its biases.

What are the heteronormative discourses being promoted by the elementary school textbooks in the Ph?

METHODOLOGY: secondary data from DepEd; semi-structured interview with DepEd officials and program
coordinator of WAGI.

Theoretical framework used: Foucauldian Discourse Analysis (Carla Willig)

GAD policies on textbook production

1. Order no. 19 in 1990/ GAD Focal point system – promoted by Dr. Fe Hidalgo

2. Memo no. 140 (2012): Establishment of the DepEd gender and development (GAD) focal point system

3. Order no. 63 (2012), 37 (2013).

Gender themes: femininity, masculinity, family, gendered social relations

1. FEMININITY – always pertained to women, portrayed as homemakers, domestic beings, mothers,
associated with beauty, seen doing household chores.

2. MASCULINITY – pertaining to men, as strong, active, father as the head and breadwinner.

3. FAMILY – contain two heterosexual parents, two children: one boy, one girl, sexual division of labor in the
family

4. GENDERED SOCIAL RELATIONS – female interacting with male characters, mothers have strong bond
with daughters, fathers have strong bond with sons

Gender stereotypes are commonly found in the textbooks. It is one way to legitimize heteronormativity.
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Heteronormative discourses:

1. FEMININITY

a. Women as nurturer, domestic, self-doubting, physically incapable, aesthetic

2. MASCULINITY

a. Men as physically strong, as economic foundation, skilled and knowledgeable, affirmer, competitive
and intelligent

3. FAMILY

a. Promote a rigid structure of heteronormative culture; very prescriptive.

4. SOCIAL RELATIONS

a. Make non-heterosexuals invisible, they assume that same sex relations is not possible.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) DEPED needs to strengthen their current state and make gender mainstreaming visible; and

(2) should not only use a gender sensitive but also a heternormative perspective.

SYNTHESIS

R Silverio: First paper sought to analyze men’s verbal responses towards spousal abuse. Paper asserted physical
abuse as power relations between male and female partners; result of an inferior positioning of the husband
brought about by class and dependency.

Second paper discussed how transpinays exercise agency in response to prevailing norms and practices to the
industry characterized as heteronormative. One manifestation of transpinays is the practice of deception to attract
clients. Participation in the porn industry is a space for transpinay to shape their identity (as a woman). Yet they
face contradictions, the role they portray in the industry are different in the expected roles they want to pursue; also
problematic is the pressure to perform male sexual roles.

Third paper identifies and exposes heteronormative discourses by looking at the content of elementary textbooks.
The discourses tend to be prescriptive: (1) femininity – women as dependent to men; (2) masculinity – men as
strong, more capable; (3) heteronormative family and (4) gendered social relations.

OPEN FORUM

J Castaneda:  On transpinay studies, I have a concern on terminologies: when you say male-to-female transpinay
, it becomes redundant. Pre-operation as a term, is a dangerous term since not all transpinays undergo operation.
Another is the confidentiality of data handled, you have shown earlier in your PPT the full name of one interview,
does this have permission?

I was really interested in self-empowerment because the narratives show info that do not degrade the individual.
However, I’d like to know how far that empowerment goes, it will be good to consider that as well. One interesting
thing to look into is how they construct their identity in relation to their performance in the industry. Another is on
the responses of a predominantly heterosexual audience, to make a generalization , study on the users of
transporn to see if the audience is generally heterosexual.  Maybe you could also donate your study to the CWS
library to build a database on these topics.
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(Unidentified female): On the use of term transpinays as an alternative to transgender, do you use it simply
because of it being popular or catchy …because it may mean differently when you refer to transgender. In the
continued use of transpinay, you are challenging the use of the term transgender vs transpinays.

J Lavares:: On the sense of agency, we wanted to remain neutral in our stance, that’s why we wanted to use
Bourdieu’s theory. We used “pre-operative” as an umbrella term for changing your biological sex. We use the
heterosexual cisgender as the male/female ideal.

D Rivera::  We used transpinay, as the local version of transgender (trans+Pinay). We basically stuck with the
local version of the transgender.

J Castaneda: We use transpinay to do justice to the individuals, the change of biological sex is only one way of
looking at it, but is not the end-all and be-all of it.

(Unidentified female):  Just a comment, during the plenary session this morning, a commenter expressed fear on
the lack of young scholars studying these gender issues, but we’re very happy to see these young women doing
study on such. I hope in the future, they will carry on studies like these.

R Silverio:  In summary, there were questions on the usage of terms: transpinay VS transgender, pre-operative.
Further suggestions on research focus include the need to focus on the experiences of non-heteroactive males,
also on the ethics involved. To further improve the methodology, studies should also include more narratives to be
expressed and exposed from a gender perspective.
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PLENARY SESSION 6B

GENDER, ART, AND LITERATURE

10 December 2013
2:45 – 5:00 PM

Moderator: MARIA ELENA P. BENZON
Rapporteur: VIOLA G. TORRES

PRESENTATION 1

TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA AND THE TRANSNATIONAL FEMINIST WEB
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE IN RUTH L. OZEKI’S MY YEAR OF MEATS

Prof. KYUNG-RAN LEE
Ewha Institute for the Humanities

Ewha Womans University
Seoul, Korea

IN 1989, EUROPE BANNED THE IMPORT of U.S. meat because of the use of hormones in production. BEEF-EX
started looking for a new market. In 1900, as a result of pressure by the U.S. government, the New Beef Agreement
was signed with Japan, relaxing import quotas and increasing the American share of Japan’s red-meat market. In
1991, we started production on My American Wife! (My Year of Meat 126-27)

This is the moment when the documentary filmmaker, Jane Takagi-Little, realizes the global context of political
economy in which her documentary food show, My American Wife! is produced in USA and televised in Japan.
The whole structure of My Year of Meats (1998), a novel written by Japanese American female novelist and
filmmaker Ruth L. Ozeki, traces and exposes this sinister collusion between American agribusiness (BEEF-EX),
Japanese import agency and Japanese television in the transnational spaces across the Pacific Ocean. Yet the
point is not just to expose the hidden collusion of transnational media production and consumption, but to seek
and imagine new possibilities and strategies of transnational mediawhich allow audiences/readers to be aware of
the link between consuming and desiring enough to consume critically (transnational) representations, images
and narratives provided by media and provoke filmmakers and directors to produce media programs against the
pressure of transnational capital.

Ozeki fulfils this purpose successfully by mixing affective fictions and scientific facts (she emphasizes her book is
purely a work of her imagination in “Author’s Note,” nonetheless she notes that she feels compelled to include a
bibliography of the sources she has relied on to provoke these fictions). She collects and pastiches bits of old and
modern texts in Asia and USA in an attempt to find “truth lies in layers, each of them thin and barely opaque”(175),
and to capture“big things and little things, Splendid Things and Squalid Things that threaten to slip through the
cracks, untold, out of history”(360). The protagonist and filmmaker Jane defines her as “half documentarian, half
fabulist” because “maybe sometimes you have to make things up, to tell truths that alter outcomes”(360). This
narrative strategy and authorship reveals Ozeki’s attempt to represent a female filmmaker’s arduous and painful
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development as an ethical transnational media producer who is now just able to begin to connect local’s individual
everyday lives, global agribusiness, and transnational media. Jane’s narrative itself is also the author’s attempt to
formulate an effective way to break through individual audience’s willful numbness and “ignorance” in the face of
the massive and overwhelming bad “knowledge.”

I would like to analyze and discuss the ways in which the narrative of a media producer Jane’s critique of
transnational media production and consumption opens the sites for formulating viable forms and strategies for
transnational feminism. I will show that even though it is true that the collaborative worlds of media and
agribusiness take their greatest toll upon the lives of women, specifically at their sexuality and fertility, women are
not just victims but also agencies who both create and combat different form of transnational violence and repre-
sentations. Fully understanding women’s positive and negative participation in media production and consump-
tion against and for women would be a solid ground on which we can reimagine national and transnational
belongs, reshape resistance identities, and form transnational feminist community that cross national, cultural, and
racial borders.

PRESENTATION 2

SEPARADA:
Postdomesticity in Philippine Literature and Film

Prof. HOPE SABANPAN-YU
Cebuano Studies Center

San Carlos University
Cebu City, Philippines

THIS PAPER EXPLORES THE CHARACTER TYPE of the separada, a female character who is separated or
alienated from a marriage, in Philippine literature and film. Often this character has resolutely cut off her ties to a
marital relationship and functions independently on her own desires and thus renegotiates her identity within
society. Issues of independence, family, love and agency are important to this postdomestic woman as she
resignifies these “stable” notions within her new identity
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PRESENTATION 3

IMAGES AND SUBJECT POSITIONING OF WOMEN
IN POPULAR HILIGAYNON SONG LYRICS

Prof. CLAUDETTE BALURAN & Prof. NANCY S. SURMIEDA
West Visayas State University

Iloilo City, Philippines

WOMEN IN MEDIA HAVE BEEN PORTRAYED IN EXTREMES: vile or devilish femme fatales on one side and
sweet innocents or nurturing mothers on the other. Commodified texts in the media have been criticized as
oppressive to women and feminine actions are viewed as powerless when juxtaposed with masculine attributes;
however, the same powerlessness may in fact hold power. This study explores feminine images of the Ilongga and
how she is positioned in the text of five (5) popular Hiligaynon songs.  Using Cooper’s operational definition of
feminine images, it was found that the most dominant depiction of the Ilongga by lyricists / interpreters is that of
“Woman as Sex Object.” The songs Ilongga Gwapa, Inday, Inday Tuwad, and Buho are punctuated by numerous
references to the Ilongga’s sexual objectification which are directly connected to her physical appearance and
attractiveness. The code “Woman as Physically Attractive” was found in Inday, Ilongga Gwapa, and Inday Tuwad;
“Woman as Evil” was found in Ilongga Gwapa, Buho, and Inday Tuwad; “Woman as Supernatural” was found in
Inday, Ilongga Gwapa, and Buho. Less dominant codes include “Woman’s Need for Man” found in Kung Bal-an
Mo Lang Tani; “Physical Characteristics” found in Inday; “Woman on a Pedestal” found in Inday and Ilongga
Gwapa; “Woman as Delicate” found in Inday and Ilongga Gwapa; “Woman as Mother” found in Inday Tuwad and
Inday; and woman as “Possession of Man” found in Buho and Inday. The investigation reveals that the song lyrics
reproduce prevailing sexual ideologies where a woman’s physical attractiveness is held in high esteem which
also leads to her sexual objectification. However, informed within the framework of Feminist Poststructuralist
Discourse Analysis, the study also suggests that the Ilongga as a woman is positioned as both powerless and
powerful within the text.
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PLENARY PANEL PRESENTATION

ENGAGED ACADEMICS AND ENGAGING ACADEMIA

DAY 3: December 11, 2013
Time: 8:30 AM

Moderator: Prof. WEI-HUNG lIN
Rapporteur: Ms. GINA ROSE CHAN

PRESENTER 1

VOICES AND CHOICES:
The Struggle for an RH Law in the Philippines

Dr. SYLVIA ESTRADA-CLAUDIO
University Center for Women’s Studies

University of the Philippines
Diliman, Quezon City

! The universities that became players in RH.Polar opposites: UP (Pro-RH ) and UST (Anti-RH)

! Technical support provided by UP to both chambers of Congress.

! Scholars engaged in national events.

! Fulfilling UP’s role as secular and scientific university

! Some faculty members of non-secular universities such as Ateneo and DLSU supported the passing of
RH Bill. This decision was made on their individual capacities.

! Ateneo and UP issued a joint statement supporting the RH Bill

! Academic intramurals over the RH Bill.

! Threat to freedoms by conservative religious movements

! Free thought is necessary condition to secular scholarship

! The value of secularism is important.

! Likhaan provides reproductive health services for women, embarks on legislative advocacy.

! There is massive violation of women’s rights.

! Testament to the capacity of social movements and their allies

! Education for attitude change.

! Emergence of organizations such as Filipino Freethinkers
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PRESENTER 2

ENGAGING ACADEMIA:
The Challenges of Women’s Studies in Weaving Theory and Practice

Dr. Kristi Poerwandari
University of Indonesia

! Fieldwork and activism as un-separate feature of Women’s Studies.

! We need to develop theory/concepts which ground in the field.

! Fieldwork and activism as knowledge building process.

! Pyscho-economic empowerment. Human being as a working and economic creature having basic and
meta needs to fulfill.

! Pyscho-religious activities

! Interdisciplinary works.

! Narrated her experience with a Japanese fisherman. - “We learn from each other how to cope with
disaster.”

! ICT brings positive significant changes to women’s lives.

! Culture of advocating and sharing.

! We’re facing a very problematic situation. Hypertexts may affect women’s work and activism.

! Shared the case of a famous poet in Indonesia who sexually violated his student.

! Many people want to advocate the case using the internet which may traumatized the victim.

! They provided psycho-social support to the victim.

! Polarization of women’s groups

! Capacity building to fieldworkers or activists.

PRESENTER 3

VIETNAM-TO-CHINA TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN:
Problems and Solutions

Dr. Le ThiQuy
Vietnam

WHILE TRAFFICKING IN WOMEN HAS ITS COMMON characteristic of transaction from poor countries to rich
countries, it has been also reported about phenomenon of trafficking in women between countries whose similar
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economic circumstances as the instances of Vietnam and China or Vietnam and Cambodia. The observation of
trafficking in women in Vietnam has shown two major routes: domestic and away routes. Domestic route is from
rural to urban and industrial areas or rural-to-rural. Away route is mainly in form of tourism with three directions,
including Vietnam—China, Vietnam—Cambodia and Vietnam to Thailand, Malaysia and other countries. For the
purpose of this article, there will be only discussion on Vietnam—China TW for foced wife and prostitution

OPEN FORUM

! “We have so many problems about sexual abuse. In Indonesia, when we have girls having sex and they
are identified by the school, they are kicked out of the school.”

! Problem of structural an problem with the school. Reflection on this.

! “We need to think of strategy while doing activism. In workshop with friends (Indoniesian corruption
group) their foster and advocation,

! “corrupters, let shoot them to death.” Indonesia we have poverty, corruption. We come up with messages
for young. We are thinking the same for the girls. They have film, (for men), about an ulama religious
leader, who is gender sensitive and helps his wife. We need to think of these strategies. We all have to go
into the system. I just look at myself as a researcher. Maybe we need to go there also.

! I hope we can have positive changes in the university.

Dr. Claudio: “I am aware of the point Rashida made yesterday. I agree with her. What we have is women’s
studies. We pretend we are only studying women. Strengthen it in two way.

1. Criteria in terms of promotion. How do we do that? Give greater weight to the extension we do. We are
pushing for that.

2. Criteria in recruitment>not necessary with PhD. Include people doing outreach and community work like
public health and other types of community work.

! This encourages people to engage.

! When we look at VAW, important to take cross border, cross research on that.

! For migrant women, they are exactly experiencing the same problem. We lielow ourselves to be
fragmentize across groups.

! Continue to help change criteria. Important to understand that academe denied our involvement. Our
academia does not take into consideration that we are alsowomen. It is patriarchal to fragmentize
advocacy.

! Essential of engaging academia in transforming the world.

! Engagement of academia and the community.

! Engagement is not a word that is integral to the academic world.

! Women’s studies are always at the margins. Laboratory is on the ground. How to bring this to
mainstream?

! In Malaysia and many other universities, it is always the KP; the impact indicator is not judged based on
the engagement in community.
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! If we want to really move this there is a transformation in the academia

! “Present criteria are not doing us any good”

! What will be the implications of women’s studies around the world?

! Lots of constraints that we are facing. The girls are being abused.  They are not opening their mouth.

! In Bangladesh, a law was passed in 2000.Any violence related to women, there is a law. “It is so
punishable that it created a sensation.”

! If the laws are implemented, then it will really work out.

! Bangladesh is a traffick-prone area.

Q:  How about government protection for women in trafficking, any regulation on this?

! Vietnam is a socialist country. No negative problems.

! Women studies is very important. Many people were surprised that there is a trafficking of women. When
she started her research, many people protested. Collaborated with Thailand and Cambodia.

! At these times, it’s difficult. In 2000, first book was published in Vietnam. The issue became public.

! One policy

! One recommendation in the book

! Strong movement, supported may women in the provinces of Vietnam north to south

! 100% prostitutes

! In south Vietnam, their institute is responsible >Ministry of Education to educate the women.

! We collaborate with Chinese organizations but it’s very difficult>Cannot go to China to research, just talk.

! Maybe the media exposed a lot of male dominance in Indonesia. Women are the victims. Patriarchal
concept apply.
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PLENARY SESSION 7A

VOICES FROM ASIAN FEMINIST ACTIVISM

Date: December 11, 2013
Time:10:00 AM

Moderator: Dr. KIM EUNSHIL
Rapporteur: Ms. Bee Jay Eco

PRESENTER 1

THE ENDLESS MISERY OF THE NIMBLE FINGERS
The Rana Plaza Disaster

Ms. SHAMIMA AKTHER
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center (ADPC)

IN SEARCH OF A BETTER LUCK, a better lifestyle, poor women from rural Bangladesh, come to urban areas of
the country to join as workers in the prosperous garments industry, the industry from which the country is earning
majority of its foreign income. The country’s fate is changing due to the industry, so is the fate of the owners of this
industry but the question is how much did the fate of these poor women change? How much empowered are these
women due to the employment at the factories? Investigation has shown that women are made victims as a result
of obvious gender discrimination. They become victims of any kind of disaster including both human made and
natural disaster. Disgraceful work environment always pressured them for forced labor, threat, sometimes sexual
harassment and so on. Disaster’s consequences bring another hidden disaster to women’s life in all other aspects.
Disaster makes them physically disabled which makes them lose their job. This causes them to face uncertainty for
future life as well as fear of stigma. Economic access provided economic emancipation to some extent to those
garments worker women. Paradoxically, the complex situation due to disaster is questioning back the meaning of
“women’s economic empowerment”. Additionally, the endless misery of women’s life that they face in all sphere of
life points the finger to the underline root causes of women’s vulnerability and their gender relation in the family
and in the society.

! Rise of women workers in the garments factory

! Feminization of labor in the garments factories

! Women workers work for 12 hours > most exploited, earning minimum wage, deprived of other rights

! The worst human-made disaster happened on April 24, 2013 >Rana Plaza Bldg. collapsed>More than
1129 people died >More than 80% were women>Survivors are facing difficulties

Case 1. Rabeya, 18 yo

Case 2. Shirin, 20 yo

! Economic empowerment of women. Empowering rural women of Bangladesh.
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! Women gained access to productive work, some control over income, capable to contribute to family,
empowering other women.

! Nor right to form labor union, lack of collective bargaining power, sexual harassment, lack of control over
their income, and lack social benefits.

! Rise of readymade garments factories provided opportunities to rural women > economic emancipation

! Women in these factories have the lowest wage compared to other countries.

! They work in an unhealthy environment, 7 days a week, 12 hours a day, without any social protection and
maternity leaves and facing sexual exploitation.

! Showed video entitled “Tears of Rabeya”

PRESENTER 2

COMING OUT OF THE TRADITIONAL TRAP

Ms. PASHUPATI KUNWAR
Nepal

SAMABIKAS NEPAL IS BASED in the western part of Nepal. It is doing social awareness against the century old
practice of “Chhaupadi”, a local term used for the women during menstruation. Women are discriminated by not
getting good food and participation rights and have to abandon their houses for about a week during their periods.
Samabikas has mobilized the social, political and religious leaders, rights workers, teachers, students and young
and adolescents boys and girls, women’s groups and their networks, mothers’ cooperatives as campaigners.  In
three districts women have started to abandon the Chhaupadi practices. Samabikas has been continuously
engaged in empowering women and the young girls. In the course of the campaign, three VDCs of Achham district
are already declared as Chhaupadi free areas. The Chhaupadi huts are dismantled and more women and girls
are capacitated in power- sharing. The “vigilance committees” are active and alert for the rescue of the women,
who are vulnerable to discrimination and gender based violence. The campaign is gaining momentum and also
spreading along the neighboring districts. There still remains resentment. The government has issued a directive
that prohibits any sort of discrimination against the women as Chhaupadi. However, its implementation part
remains weak and unmonitored. As a survivor myself, the writer has come a long way in the peaceful struggle
against the traditional set-up. This is what an Asian women leader has to face in everyday life. Because, emanci-
pation of the women in the real sense remains a bit farther. Coming out of the traditional trap needs rigorous
exercise.

! 25% are living below poverty line in Nepal.

! Health status is one of the lowest in the world

! Has one of the highest maternal mortality and teen marriage

Chhaupadi System

! Menstruating girls and women are isolated in Chhaupadi huts for 4-7 days.

! This is still practiced in Nine districts in mid-western Nepal
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! They can only go home when their menstrual period is over> they are being kept away from the
community

! Menstrual women are not allowed to touch men, children, cattle living plants and fruit bearing trees. If they
touch it, is believed that the things become polluted and make god angry.

Impact of Chhaupadi System

! This practice exposes the Chhau women to several risks such as snake bites, water borne diseases,
nutrition deficiency and risk of death.

! Most cases of rape and abuse are not revealed

! Poor education

! Psychological torture

! In 2005 the Nepal government outlawed the system and put an end to discrimination based on gender

Samabikas is engaged in empowering women. There are now Chhaupadi free areas

PRESENTER 3

BALANCING ACTS AND EVERYDAY ACTIVISM:
Experiences of a Third Wave Feminist

Dr. SOLITA VIRTUDAZO
Philippines

THIRD WAVE FEMINISM IS CHARACTERIZED by individual activities, rather than collective, allowing for
multiple approaches that may include or stray from traditional rhetorical options of protest, confrontation, militancy,
conflict, counterpublics, and social movements (Sowards and Renegard, 2006). As asserted by both authors,
feminist activism may occur in private settings, such as engaging in daily talk, using the internet, sharing stories,
and the like, and that creating a meaningful private sphere through personal activism is as important as public
activism.

This paper explores the alternative approaches to contemporary feminism and documents the experiences of a
third wave feminist as she attempts to confront the challenges of advocating for gender equality and advancing
feminist principles in her daily life. The paper highlighted, among others how, in her own subtle ways, she
struggled to unlearn, re-learn and apply feminist consciousness and actions in her professional and private life.

PERSONAL REALIZATION

“What one does in private is as important as what she does in public”

! Regional and global collaboration and solidarity building.

! Open declaration that you are a feminist.
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! Women were confined to the domestic sphere, denied the right to own property, to study or to participate
in public life.

! Patriarchal foundation of Philippine culture.

! Before the society was Egalitarian, Babaylan, enjoyed same rights with men

! Fertility not virginity was valued.

! Gender issues are hard to resolve because people are not dealing with just anybody but with the people
they love.

RECOMMENDATIONS

! We should engage the men because they could be part of the solution.

! Strive for growth and relevance.

! Sustain feminist activism and continually enlighten others.

PRESENTER 4

WOMEN’S ACTIVISM IN ASIA

Dr. MALA KHULLAR
Women’s Activism in Asia

! Activism can take a wide range of forms.

! Public sphere, private sphere

! Advance a common agenda, changemakers include feminist groups

! Change deemed appropriate from a feminist perspective due to several reasons such as sustainable and
relevant in any given context.

! Articulate feminist ideologies and combat others

! There was the “wave approach”

! Catalyzed by the state

! Grassroots driven

! Notion of Asian women’s studies

! Indigenizing or indigenous feminism

! Roots of feminism lies in western philosophical debates

! Gender blindness that is virtually universal.

! Questioning of frameworks

! Difficult local-global link in feminist theory and in many other social sciences
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! Often tied up with nationalist rhetoric

! Women as symbols of the nation

! Feminist state or state feminism (EOC in HK, AWARE in SG)

! Early marriage, withdrawal of girls from school, female infanticide, practice of Chhaupadi or seclusion of
girls during menstruation, FGM, honourkilling

STATE ACTION FOR GENDER EQUALITY

! ·Bogged down by their multiple agenda

! Need for support of social groups in wider society

! Impetus of change cannot come from agents of the state

! Needs reiteration

FUTURE OF FEMINISM IN ASIA

! Identify their local formations or avatars

! Feminism anchored not only to national agendas but to local and transnational issues

! Keep the spirit of activism alive in women’s studies.

OPEN FORUM

1. In the process of interviewing the survivors, what were the ethical considerations you adapted so they
won’t be traumatized?

Shamima shared that she visited the survivors at the hospital. Rabeya requested her to record her voice
and disseminate her story so they will know about her condition and so a policy can be made to protect
women workers like her.

2. Should we still buy these products produced from the misery of other people?Western people are more
conscious of ethically produced goods.

“The factories are commissioned by US and European brands.”

“They need some work.

Their parents cannot feed them. They need it for survival.”

3. Is Chhaupadi practiced among poor women only?

How about those who are rich, are they subjected to this tradition?

There has been a law passed to address this?

Are school girls not allowed to attend school?

! This system is being practiced in remote areas; young girls are dropped out of school.

! Laws are poorly implemented; no freedom> they envision a Chhaupadi free society

4. Is the policy on Chhupadi integrated in the academic curriculum (from primary to tertiary)?
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! It is not part of the curriculum.

5. What do you think about the networking?

! In the case of UN organizations, they don’t deal with local NGOs, they deal with state actors.

6. Gender in ASEAN 2015

! Gender should be integrated in ASEAN 2015> like in agriculture, etc.

7. Activism in different spheres

! There seems to be a disconnect.

! Global level seems not to relate to the local. How can we facilitate and translate this to the local
sphere?

8. Is there any connectivity? What about the connective linkages?

! These are different aspects of feminist space

! No disconnect but differences.

! Has tried to bridge the disconnection

9. Why grassroots driven?

! It is a feminist job. Activism should be grounded in the grassroots.

! Intersectionality of their conditions.

! Their activism their issues must be based on the realities on the ground.

PLENARY SESSION 8A

Date: December 11, 2013
Time:01:00 PM
Rapporteur: MARIFEL GERONIMO

PRESENTATION 1

THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMON ACTION FOR WOMEN ACTIVITIES

Prof. MARZIEH BAKHSHIZADEH
Ruhr University Bochum Germany

COMMON ACTION IS OF CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE in authoritarian systems to advance activities related to
women’s rights. It is also essential in forming a woman’s movement in both regional and international level.
Common action refers to a situation that individuals have an understanding of their problems as non-personal
problems and react to them consciously and in common with other people. To have common action, sharing
experiences and analyzing the issues with other people is of crucial importance. And for analyzing the issues, a
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foundation of knowledge is necessary. This paper shall explain how these two points are pursued by Ewha Global
Empowerment Program in order to build an international network between women activists from different African
and Asian regions, also how Ewha program thereby provides the first step for common action at the transnational
level and thereby strengthens an international women’s movement.

Common Action

! ·Crucial step for civil movements

! Essential in forming an international feminist movement

! Raising the sensitivity of society and introducing matter to other members of the society.

EGEP and Common Action

! Sharing experiences and analyzing the issues with other people

! Building an international network. >EGEP facilitates the networking as an individual or as part of
organizations >First step for common action at transnational level

! Can progress through the use of new media and communication technologies

The role of EGEP in the creation of friendship between women activists from various cultural back-
ground

! Axel Honneth’s theory on the crucial role of friendship for self-determination and self-realization of
individual.

! Encourage her to share her experience

! After participating in EGEP, she felt that people trusted her with their problems, She’s more confident in
her work and tries to become a transnational human

! End oppression in patriarchal society

! Gained wider perspective and knowledge in women’s issues.

OPEN FORUM

Does the program accept transgender applicants?

Not yet resolved.

To what extent can we allow the exploration of sexuality in the academe?

In UP, gender and sexuality courses are being offered.

Possibility of sharing syllabi to other SUCs.
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PRESENTATION 2

A WOMAN WHO KNOWS EVERYTHING

Ms. HAYU DYAH PATRIA
MANTASA, Indonesia

IN GLOBALIZATION, INTERCONNECTEDNESS is something that we cannot avoid. And the world has been
connected more than before since the existence of the Internet. But globalization is not something that we cannot
control, instead it is a chance for us to get more connected with another world and to embrace issue diversities as
they also affected our life even in personal level.

EGEP has given me the experience of connecting with other issues and see that those issues presented by other
participants actually are issues close to my daily life. This, later, gave me a wider perspective on how I see the
issue I am working on.

The panelist is a Food activist and part of the EGEP. Her grandmother was once a member of an Indonesian
communist party

! Globalization accounts for the Indonesians  new food habits>from vegetables to instant noodles.

! They don’t want to be considered as poor> might be due to intense advertisement

! Globalization changed the perception of Indonesian women about nature and food.

! Globalization can be controlled through education.

! Women have very important in food sovereignty issues.

! We are interconnected to one another.

! The taboo about blood.

! Genjer (velvetleaf) Song was used as a propaganda by the dictator regime > telling women that they
cannot be active and be empowered.

! EGEP made her more aware.

! “Through this technology (multimedia) women can also educate themselves and relate their personal
lives to the global world.

! Women have important voice.

OPEN FORUM

In what ways do you see or define similarities and differences?

Show the commonality despite all this diversity.

Diversity of participants of the EGEP. Deconstruct the understanding of Asian > some EGEP participants are
not from Asia.
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“I realized that we have discrimination as a result of religious culture.”

We try to learn something and compare our situations.

♦ There is interconnectedness and interrelatedness.

♦ “The private and the public becomes the common.” – Prof. Randy Nobleza

♦ It goes beyond human rights.

♦ The need for inter-personal connections and solidarity.

PRESENTATION 3

FEMINISM, FEMINIST PEDAGOGY AND WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

Dr. LEE MYOUNG SUN
Asian Center for Women’s Studies

Ewha Woman’s University

EGEP stands for (Ewha Global Empowerment Program)

! EGEPP was launched in 2012 and it is a two-week residential program.

! Offered three times a year

Feminist Pedagogy

! Shares its roots with critical pedagogy.

! Aims to grow and empower a woman

! Seeks to form a community

! Uses various educational practices

! Criticizes the hierarchy, traditional learning process.

EGEP practices feminist pedagogy

! Participatory education

! Educational equal relationship

! Integration of theory, practice, and networking

! Reciprocal/mutual learning

! Aims for a feminist community

! There is friendship, connection

Women’s empowerment and solidarity

! The assessment submitted by the participants have these words in common:
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! Learning, emotional support, care, confidence, leadership, heightened awareness, healing etc

! Empowerment starts from heightened awareness as a woman or feminist.

On EGEP participants

! Their confidence increased through intimate relationship with fellow participant or faculty

! New challenges and achievements with experiences.

! They understand each other’s differences and diversity.

! ·Voice their experience and opinions on various issues >agents that generate change

! ·Relate to women’s issues in other parts of the world.

! EGEP graduates support each other, get together, ally and expand practices in cyberspace.

! Possibility of women’s alliance

! Women to become active agents of cyberspace.

PRESENTATION 4

ENGAGING EDUCATIONAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS
TO PROMOTE AN ENBLING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT FOR WOMEN

Dr. CAROLYN SOBRITCHEA
Asian Center, University of the Philippines

Diliman, Quezon City

! Interrogate the structures of institution

! End the tradition of male-centeredness

! How to make this space women friendly and accepting of feminist ideas and theories

! Multi-cultural atmosphere and negotiating several concepts

! We are not homogenous as thinking and practicing feminists

! When we started feminism in the Philippines, we put them in boxes Marxist feminists, social feminists,
radical feminists, etc

! Sexuality as space of freedom and expression. > there are risks and dangers

! Sexuality as an arena

! Norms and values imposed by society

! Sexuality must not be controlled postmodern

! “They don’t demonize pornography. She didn’t find anything wrong with father making love with daughter
as long as there is mutuality of feeling.”
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! Western feminists discourse

! Truly Asian fem discourse

! The way I view sexuality is different.

! We have to continue interrogating our feminist standpoint.

! Asian brand of feminism

! Sharing activism, bringing theory into practical world.

! Future discussion

! A community of scholars who deal with ethics and use the technologies provided by the information age

PLENARY SESSION 8B

Date: December 11, 2013
Time: 1 – 2:30 P.M.
Rapporteur / Documenter: LEAL RODRIGUEZ

PRESENTATION 1

COMBATING CLIMATE CHANGE NEGOTIATION:
What Is the Role of Women

Ms. NUR AFIFAH JOHARI & Prof. NORAYDA ENDUT
Universiti Saens Malaysia

Malaysia

GLOBAL WARMING IS A STATE ISSUE. There is a gender dimension in climate change, and the relationship
between communities is not neutral.

Policy on climate change focuses on scientific and tech means, reflected in inadequate representation of women.
Policy is dominated by men, and it ignores domestic reality of women.There is a gender perspective in Disaster
Risk Reduction Management, including those related to risk assessment, early warning, etc.

Past 5 years, increase in women’s participation and gender perspective integrated into policy and other docu-
ments.

Brundtland commission on environmental development and sustainable development highlights women’s key role
in ensuring sustainable development.Gender Equality is beginning to be accepted in climate change.

Equal decision making is important to eliminate discrimination of women in rural areas (CEDAW).

Commission on the Status of Women, 2008 – Financing for gender Equality and Empowerment of Women is
necessary to provide adequate resources to ensure women’s full and equal participation in decision-making.

Various countries’ decision in Kyoto the protocol were shown, along with gender mainstreaming and otherpossible
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points of convergence.

Malaysia’s position on climate change was presented. As a signatory of UNFCCC, Malaysia has ratified the Kyoto
Protoco, to focus on climate change, show domestic laws on Climate Change.

PRESENTATION 2

GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN CLIMATE CHANGE INTERVENTIONS:
An Analysis of Philippine Institutional Responses

Dr. MARY BARBY P. BADAYOS-JOVER, Ph.D.
University of the Philippines in the Visayas

Iloilo, Philippines

GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE HAS BECOME a contentious topic that has brought issues of mitigation, adapta-
tion and disaster contexts to the forefront of research and policy efforts in recent years. However, many of the
efforts to address climate change have been focused on scientific and economic measures and only recently
touched on human and gender dimensions. While efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change are underway,
there is also a parallel global growing concern that institutional responses to climate change will reinforce gender
inequalities or undermine the gains made towards gender equality. This apprehension is significant in the
Philippines since it has long subscribed to gender mainstreaming as a means to transform institutional operations
and make them more gender-fair or equitable.

My paper is anchored on a study that focused on analyzing the extent to which Philippine institutional climate
change efforts integrate gender concerns. Data collection made use of feminist approaches and institutional
ethnography to reveal the complex ruling relations that influence practices on the ground. Interviews and focus
group discussions were conducted with representatives from international institutions working in the Philippines,
national government agencies, local government units, civil society groups and grassroots communities.

Study results highlighted that institutional and community representatives acknowledge gender as a cross cutting
issue yet largely only associate it with “women’s participation”. Gender mainstreaming has apparently remained
rhetoric in the face of organizational masculinism.  Hence, there is minimal integration of gender concerns in
Philippine institutional climate change initiatives, despite specific policy pronouncements and years of bureau-
cratic gender mainstreaming. These results have implications on gender equity within climate change institutional
structures and processes. However, the results also provide entry points for developing gender-sensitive, equi-
table, efficient and effective on-the-ground climate change initiatives in vulnerable Philippine locales.

The Philippines is one of the most vulnerable countries to climate change. Parallel concern on responses to
address climate change may undermine advances made in gender equality, and may reinforce gender inequali-
ties.

How do institutions define gender mainstreaming, gender processes manifested in institutional structures? How
are practices seen in community needs?

Most institutionshave male values, is patriarchal, and has a top-down approach.

For a new development project, community attendance depend on how village leaders and network meeting.
Afterwards, no more input is necessary.
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There is a need to maximize resources for gender to be integrated in institutional efforts, and lack of sex-disaggre-
gated data in vulnerable sectors. Gender mainstreaming is currently conducted out of compliance. Policy is in
place but not well understood or implemented.

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS, SYNTHESES

Some institutions have more say on how programs affect women, not how women’s voices are there. Gender
mainstreaming is strongly associated with women’s participation and women’s empowerment.

There needs to be:

1. A community standpoint for women.

2. Need measures to integrate community input in policy and project formulation, 3. A utilization of the GAD
budge for climate change intervention, implement guidelines and accountability measures.

PRESENTATION 3

COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVE ON MATERNAL HEALTHCARE:
An Anthropological Response to Policy

Ms. MADILENE LANDICHO
Social Sciences and Philosophy Research Foundation

University of the Philippines, Diliman
Quezon City, Philippines

SCHOLARS HAVE BEEN MAKING CRITIQUES of the gap created by the perspective that health has been oft
viewed from natural science rather than regard cultural underpinnings of achieving efficiency and efficacy of
programmatic delivery.

Such is the ‘No home birthing’ policy being implemented across countries; to which the Philippines adhered to in
recent years because of its aim to lower maternal mortality with reference to Millennium Development Goals. As
agreeable its aims, prior research describing maternal care in the Philippines may bear inference toward the
reality that this may somehow problematic because of particular views of people about health care access.

For this initial study, a blended-method approach is employed to explore the theme of maternal healthcare utility in
communities. Data from the 2008 National Demographic and Health Survey is used to describe the statistics of
women who gave birth and what influenced their decisions on where and how to get maternal care before and
after giving birth. To support the figures and concretise the results, investigative interviews with the traditional
maternal caregivers, the household, and women themselves who gave birth at home were conducted.

It is elicited that giving birth at home had been the preference in provincial communities including Batangas and
Palawan among others. Women, their husbands and their immediate family felt more secure having a traditional
maternal caregivers by their side at the time of birthing. Delivering a child is a combined effort of the women in the
community, and there is a fear that this traditional knowledge would be lost because of the said policy.

The significance of this is that programmes and policies have somehow been clashing and the aims that bore
them are unachieved. Culture then, has to be given focus when it is on the theme of health and health promotion
and delivery.
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New birthing policy, but not everyone is ready for this. The new health policy bans traditional birth attendants
(TBAs) from practicing home births.The policy is that of dichotomies - TBA vs medically-trained personnel; Culture
vs Development.

The more children one has, the higher the possibility that the mother goes to the hilot. More women go to hilots in
rural areas. Richer families go to doctors and hospitals.

Birthing at home is preferred, though there is less occurrence since the policy was implemented.The idea of trust,
that people know each other, barangay midwife, hilot and the women in the community help the mother out in the
birthing process.There is the idea of local knowledge during pregnancy, during and after birthing. There is also
healthcare and physical support, until mother is strong enough to continue her routine (chores).

Everyone knows their role (women inside, men outside). There is reciprocity, exchange between families and
neighbors. But hilot claim that they know when mothers should be brought to the hospital instead.

Modern and traditional can co-exist. Both have their roles. Both know their limits.

OPEN FORUM

Halit Alilio, Family planning and maternal care, Asian studies center. Are midwife and hilot partners?

! They conducted surveys and FGDs on grassroots level. “I believe the DOH know homebirth policies,
know prenatal, birth planning, birthing and post-natal, the economic status of rural families who cannot
afford to afford going to the hospital’s.” CCT and Philhealth, how there is a free delivery and check-up.
They really destroy TBA, Luzon to Mindanao, Hilots are being coordinated with provincial health offices,
advising them not to train new Hilots but midwives instead.

! Barangay health workers, values of Hilot are transmitted

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS

Why do programs and policies clash? Why is local knowledge seen as a hindrance, when the community shows
that they can coexist.

! The government should take into account realities in community level when drafting policies, such as the
economic condition, tradition, and availability of medical care.

! Numbers from surveys should be accompanied by narratives from different communities to be able to
know what the people really need.
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PRESENTATION 4

BEHIND THE BARS: GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY?
The Case of Muslim Female Inmates in the Camp Karingal, Quezon City

Prof. MACRINA MORADOS
Institute of Islamic Studies, Asian Center

University of the Philippines
Diliman, Quezon City

MUSLIM WOMEN IN THE PHILIPPINES faced challenging problem. This refers to the involvement of Muslim
women drug trafficking, peddling and courier of small amount of drugs in Metro Manila. As a result, hundreds of
Muslim Women are now detained in various detention Centers in Metro Manila.

This paper will discuss the cases of Muslim Women Inmates in Camp Karingal, Quezon City and the circum-
stances that pushed them to do the illegal acts.

! Parts of Qu’ran affording women rights

! Mindanao, higher population and higher poverty. ARMM especially.Situation that affect condition of
Muslim women: family feuds, lack of opportunities, armed conflict, incidence of internally displaced
people due to war (mostly women and children)

! 800-1000 women in jails. Most (99% of case) of cases against Muslim women in Camp Karingal is drug
related.Most women accused are 18-35, young and promising.

! Support is supposedly given to the wife, but why then are women prisoners? The husband has another
family, he did not comply with requirement to have second wife, the husband could not provide for the
family, the woman has no means of livelihood.

! Most women here cannot afford lawyer and are still waiting for trial. Most of these women come from
ARMM.

! The idea of warrantless arrest and warrantless searches are prevalent. Women are framed (family feud,
personal grudges), or there are cases of mistaken identities.

OPEN FORUM

! Halit Alilio, Family planning and maternal care, Asian Studies Center.
One issue: IPs Badjao are being made to stay in mountainous barangay (Tumulatong) but they are meant
to be by the sea.

! Sabiah Osen, India - Do we have a policy on this? The report focused more on family and Islam values.

Answer: Abuse of women happens when the police are away from their superiors.
Poor women cannot afford a lawyer, and depend on public attorneys. But we have a clog of cases, and it
takes several months before they get a lawyer. One’s stay in Camp Karingal is only supposed to be 6
months to 1 year, but this seems impossible.

! But issue is also citizen rights. What is role of state?
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Police operator, Molinda, Academe.
Where are the NGOs who can help these women victims of violence, provide legal assistance?

! There are free legal assistance and intervention for these women. Atty Badili has a project for this.

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS

! Muslim women: This is an issue with national bearing. It has to do with poverty, lack of opportunities,
positioning of women status, peace and order situation, the shift of Islamic family values, and the lack of
Islamic awareness.

PRESENTATION 4

E VISIBILITY (OR INVISIBILITY?)
OF WOMEN AND GAD IN GOVERNMENT WEBSITES

Textual Analysis in Terms of Women
and GAD Perspective in Government Websites

Ms. GINA ROSE L. CHAN
University Center for Women’s Studies

University of the Philppines
Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines

THIS PRESENTATION FOCUSED ON SOME IF NOT ALL WEBSITES of the 19 executive departments of the
Philippine government, namely, the Departments of Agrarian Reform, Agriculture, Budget and Management,
Education, Energy, Environment and Natural Resources, Finance, Foreign Affairs, Health, Interior and Local
Government, Justice, Labor and Employment, Tourism, National Defense, Public Works and Highway, Science
and Technology, Social Welfare and Development, Trade and Industry, and Transportation and Communication.
Specifically, it will: 1) identify the Philippine government’s executive departments with websites that have visibility/
presence (and/or invisibility/absence) of women and GAD (Gender and Development) including the department’s
GAD programs, projects and activities; 2) classify the categories of women and GAD’s visibility and/or presence in
the websites’ pages; and, 3) examine the extent of these visibility and/or presence in the website pages and how
these contribute, if they do, to the protection and promotion of the human rights of women.

In the Digital Age, government websites are very important because, among others, it makes the agency present
and transparent to the people despite the physical distance between the said agency and their clients. It is also
important because it provides accessible and efficient information on the services and programs of the organiza-
tion and how these services and programs may be accessed when needed. However, in our case, government
websites should also make visible their GAD programs, projects and activities since government agencies are
expected to be GAD responsive as mandated by the law.

The government policy, as evident in the Magna Carta of Women (p. 25), has clearly stated that women and GAD
issues and concerns should be mainstreamed in the government offices. “All departments … shall adopt gender
mainstreaming as a strategy to promote women’s human rights and eliminate gender discrimination in their
systems, structures, policies, programs, processes, and procedures...”

Digital age, government websites are very important. It makes the agency present and transparent to people
despite physical distance between the said agency and their clients, and the “absence” of the agency in the
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locality.

How accessible is the information? The law mandates GAD-responsiveness, and therefore the government
should mainstream this in their websites.

What is the nature of activities featuring women?

Ex: DAR has gender and development, see women leaders, participants, topics, seminars, annual reports,
personnel, activities.

! It is interesting to note that the HR and GAD components of the website are combined. This suggests that
the HR should also take responsibility in discussing gender and development.

! DA: Does not have a separate portion for women.

DA and DAR:

! In dealing with farmers and providing technical assistance though they are different functions. Both deal
with women as their beneficiaries, clients. Also women staff. Both have regional offices across the
country.

! DAR: Leadership, active, farmers, Usually at front. See GAD right away.

! DA: Below banner, several women in action. Get awards? But looking, more looking. Don’t see GAD
program. But see Calabarzon has Tagalog news.

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS

! Farmers clients. What language should we use? Do farmers access these websites? Do they even have
internet and computers in their area? Do they know how to use these? Are women visible or invisible?
Who made the websites?
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PLENARY SESSION 9A

December 11, 2013
Time: 3:30-5pm

Moderator: Ms. HENDER T. GERCIO
Rapporteur: Ms. CELINNE CHARMAINE A. GUEVARA

PRESENTATION 1

THE FEMALE FACE OF THE CHURCH IS VIRTUAL:
Ecclesia of Women in Asias

Dr. JEANNE CANA PERACULLO
De La Salle University

Manila, Philippines

THE STORY OF EWA BEGAN when, in a conference organized by the Asian Federation of Catholic Bishops
Conference (AFCBC), the four women theologians, greatly outnumbered, were wondering, “Where are the women
theologians? Are there more women doing theology in Asia that are culled from women’s experiences?” These
questions spurred a conference specifically targeted for women doing theology in Asia. This event described in
EWA website as “a historic attempt at making Asian Catholic women seen and heard, 55 women theologians from
all over Asia gathered in Bangkok, Thailand, for a five-day conference held on November 24 – 29, 2002 entitled
“Ecclesia of Women in Asia: Gathering the Voices of the Silenced”.” Thirty papers were presented on various
themes: Women and Violence, Women and Spirituality, Women and Church Structures, Eco-feminism and
Theological Method, Women and the Bible, and Women and World Religions. “Ecclesia” was re-imagined as the
“democratic assembly of free citizens.”  Since then, EWA has organized 5 conferences and has been in existence
for 10 years even though it is sustained largely by its presence in cyberspace (http:///
www.ecclesiaofwomen.ning.com).

This paper touches on the ways that EWA re-imagines and re-defines what it means to be church that is truly
inclusive; a deliberate embracing of those who were (and still are) silenced, broken, bent, indecent and deemed
queer.

An image of Vatican—its sheer immense physicality announces the Catholic Church’s masculinist and imperialist
core and an image of a community of Asian Catholic women interacting in cyberspace because it does not have a
physical office or edifice or church, when juxtaposed together, cannot be starker. Yet, in its virtuality, EWA deems
cyberspace as space for radical resistance. Spaces are created by women, whenever they feel they need blessing
or affirmation, and wherever they are, may they be at work, in auditorium, in prayer rooms and in the case of EWA,
in cyberspace. These spaces are carved out from and through their bodies, of which tendrils of patriarchy,
andrarchy, and colonial hegemonic discourses seek out to bind and suppressed. But there are spaces which they
cannot reach, even if they would do their damnedest best, and these are the spaces of resistance, of subversion, of
noncooperation, of defiance, of dissent and of power.

The church is sustained by cyberspace. Similarly, women create spaces in the cyber world to be able to question
and critique religion. Through this space, groups such as the Ecclesial Women’s Association becomes a kind of
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post-colonial and inclusive subversion. This aims to appeal to women’s experiences, which is an aspect that is
missing in the church.

EWA’s task is to contextualize feminist theology. It Liberate form clutches of patriarchy- reflexive questioning in
eccentric in white feminism, reject victimization, powerlessness, universal women’s experience, eroticism and
painfulness in understanding women, reject idea of female solidarity which is blind to solidarity.

Asia becomes a metaphor for real and imagined space. EWA recognizes theology must be contextualized, rooted
in real-world experience of women, with the idea of liberation, and various ideas of feminism.

Ex: Korean Women: live longer, anxieties over bodies. Spirituality of aging Korean women? Empowerment of
sacred in life, draws from adaptation to old age, adverse old-age experience, pent-up anxieties.

Ex: Lesbian mothers as virgin mothers?
Queer revision of Christianity make one ask “what are women?” What does one mean when they say
Women?

OPEN FORUM

• J. Castaneda from the CWS, UPD: Have you considered integrating Ateneo de Manila Press’ article
regarding a non-reproductive model for theology of marriage, as a way to redefine the role of women?

• Response: Remarkable idea of theologians are male.

• Haven’t heard of article, but it would be interesting to be linked to it.

PRESENTATION 2

THE EFFECT OF CHILDCARE POLICY
ON WOMEN’S LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION:

A Comparative Study between Korea and Sweden

Ms. HYO JEONG KIM
Ewha Womans University

Seoul, Korea

THIS STUDY EXAMINES WHY THE CHILDCARE policy in South Korea wasn’t effective in increasing the
women’s labor market participation rate. It aims to find the effect of childcare policy such as childcare subsidy and
parental leave on women’s labor market participation rate through a comparative research between South Korea
and Sweden.

Asian countries are struggling to deal with the low fertility rate it is much lower than European countries. According
to CIA World Fact book’s 2013 are illustrated the very low fertility rates common to Asian countries. Especially
South Korea ranked the 6th lowest country of fertility rate and its’ population growth rate was one of the lowest
among Asian countries. The problem of low fertility rate is related with the gender discriminated structure of labor
market. The women’s labor market participation rate in South Korea has no significant changes since 1970s.

To increase the birth rate and solve the problem of women’s career discontinuity in Korea, government has
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provided the child subsidy, public childcare service and maternal/parental leave for parents who have 0~5years
old children since 2005. However the fertility rate has dropped and the women’s labor market participation rate
has maintained low level for the last decade in Korea. On the other hand, Sweden is the best example to grow the
rate of women’s labor market participation and fertility through the childcare policy.

Accordingly this research hypothesis is to increase women’s labor market participation, it is critical to deal with two
variables that expanding the beneficiaries of childcare subsidy and growing father’s participation on parental
leave.

Why is there a fall in Asian Fertility? Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore.

Family planning, population control policy, high cost of living, family in Asia remains male-centered, with females
playing a subordinate role. Working mothers are still expected to maintain all domestic activity.

There is now a free childcare policy in Korea. However, conflicting gender relationships are barriers to combine
work with family responsibilities.

Sweden: Maternal and Paternal leave. Positive correlation between women’s fertility rate and their labor force
participation in OECD countries.

Korea: child care and housework are reasons for low economic participation.
Sweden: after policy reform on child care, increased rates. Men and women’s economic activities.

Korea from strict population control to encouraging a raise in population. Now has parental leave (2013), maxi-
mum one year parental leave.

Modality is similar with Sweden but principle is different. Sweden provides free child care 0 - 16, Korea 0-5.
Sweden focuses on public services; Korea focuses on the private aspect. Sweden has the legal responsibility of
parental leave. Korea does not have this legal responsibility.

POINTS RAISED DURING THE OPEN FORUM

Amelia Bello, Department of Economics, UPLB

Reason for positive correlation between participation rates and women.
-Gender discrimination in work. Korean women can’t reconcile work and family.

To what do you attribute differences in Sweden and Korea?

– Who are agents of childcare. There is a big difference in the paradigm of childcare policy. If its just
women, the Korean government must change to community, family, not just women.

Leal Rodriguez, CSWCD

What are specific programs of the Korean government that address gender roles in Korea?

– Korea has a Ministry For Equality and Family. Often however, programs  conform to gender norm.
Some project change.

NOTES, SYNTHESIS AND OBSERVATIONS

! Modalities to principles. Who cares? And how can one change the gender relations?

! Care suddenly becomes an important issue. Change paradigm from mother’s work to community work.
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PRESENTATION 3

WOMEN LEADERS IN DEVELOPING A WORKPLACE SPIRITUALITY

Ms. DULCE JESUS LESIGUES-BARICUATRO
St. Theresa’s College, Cebu City

Philippines

THE STUDY AIMED TO EXPLORE the leadership styles and practices of the women leaders in the Cebuano
community such as those found in the academe, government, industry, private and civic organizations.  Through
their reflections on their values and attitudes toward work and people, their leadership practices, their perception
of themselves as leaders, and how they promote spirituality within themselves and with others, the study examined
the elements of workplace spirituality fostered by the women leaders in their respective organizations for the end
in view to design a manuscript on workplace spirituality in the Philippine context.

The study made use of qualitative method, employing the phenomenological approach to understand the nature
and meaning of the experiences of the respondents as women leaders and how they nurtured workplace spiritual-
ity in the institution or organization where they served.  The main bulk of the data were collected through in-depth
interviews. The standardized questionnaire on Leadership Practice Inventory of Self (LPI) by Kouzes and Posner
was used to gather data on the respondent’s leadership style and practices.

Women have a significant contribution to society, to talk about women’s leadership in society. There is a paradigm
shift in leadership. The human person is a resource, and a key to progress.
There is the idea of spirituality in workplace. Continental relationship between leadership and employees, idea of
heart and soul in workplace. Organizations are reinvented and revitalized for the work place.The employees as
instruments or tools for production.

Way to understand process: Transformational leadership (task leadership).

! Study looks into women leaders in terms of traits, spirituality, diff leadership stances in three women
groups (20s-30s; 40s-50s; 60s-70s).

! Output is a guide to workplace spirituality.

! Findings: Education has strong impact on formation of women leaders. Presence of co-curricular activities
develop their values and attitudes.Condition of people outside their homes. Leadership:

! Emerging themes: Enable others to act, encourage the heart, and model the way (walk the talk)

CONCLUSIONS

! Most leaders are formed from the very start, with a sense of mission,servitude and transformational
leadership. This can foster workplace spirituality.

! Religious education in catholic schools play a big part in this.

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS, ETC.

! Servant leadership. Influence of leaders. Inner life needs to be nourished. Workers are humanized, not
just tools of production.
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! The output of this study is a manuscript on workplace spirituality within the Philippine context. (IQ and EQ
highlight his or her SQ in fostering workplace spirituality).

PRESENTATION 4

GENDER PATTERNS IN THE NEW MEDIA

Ms. MARZIEH BAKHSHIZADEH
Ruhr University Bochum Germany

There is an importance of media to the maintenance and reproduction of contemporary societies. Media is central
to the formation of self-identity. What then is the role of audience, active or passive?

Feminist perspectives in the 1970s had a stereotype, narrative which constructed femininity as inferior to masculin-
ity. This view was deconstructed with the new decades.  Now, there is a two-way communication. People are now
producers and consumers of media.

However, themale gaze and women’s passivity as portrayed in media is still apparent. This external gaze be-
comes a self-policing and narcissistic gaze.

OPEN FORUM

Question: Was there a successful move or activity or action that used new media, and that was able to change
the way one looks at women?

• Example:“I f*ing love science” Facebook page is managed by a woman. People wondered why it is a
woman managing this page, because of the content and language (which had swear words). But it incites
discussion: Man can somehow reach an answer about how one thinks about things related to gender.

NOTES, OBSERVATIONS

Suggestion: Given the new way media is produced, a new kind of audience can also be produced, with new
expectations, open to experimenting with new ways of seeing. This audience simultaneously produces its own
media as well.
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PLENARY SESSION 9B

GENDERED MOBILITY IN THE INFORMATION AGE

December 11, 2013
Time: 2:45 - 5 P.M.

Rapporteur: Ms. GINA ROSE L. CHAN
Documenter: Ms. MAE LIN LACTAOIN

PRESENTATION 1

LOCAL WOMEN’S ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT
AND THEIR COLLECTIVE ACTIONS

Ms. Ida RUWAIDA
University of Indonesia

Jakarta, Indonesia

THIS PAPER FOCUSES ON THE DYNAMICS of women’s economic participation at local level in decentralization
era. Based on Indonesia’s case, it has been reflected that local policies as well as programs on economic empow-
erment have not perceived women’s participation as their basic right. The policies or programs do not focus on
stimulating women’s critical consciousness and their capacities to articulate their interests individually as well as
collectively. It’s indicated that women’s roles as economic actors are being positioned as instrumental roles, not
substantive/transformative ones. The main root of this issue refers to the weakness of local government commit-
ment and capacity which cannot be separated with the national agendas on economic development. And the
agendas might be based on economic assumptions (blinkers) that tends to disadvantage women’s conditions as
well as positions. It’s has been reflected from several regions in Indonesia.

Referring to Chafetz (1988), empowerment as structural transformation efforts – which only possible if local (also
national) economy policy responsive to women’s economic right. In term of relation between state and women, the
other crucial issue is to enhance or to empower women’s commitment as well as their capacities as a collective/
interest group. This paper also raises women’s strategies for organizing and enhancing their economic roles at
local level. The field finding has indicated the weakness of women’s collective action that reflected by women’s
leadership. Women who are able as a women movement agency, which can be classified as an active agency not
yet as a transformative agency. The main constraint is social-cultural, as well as political climate that is not
women’s friendly.
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PRESENTATION 2

GENDER AND SOCIAL CAPITAL IN THE INFORMATION AGE

Prof. Kisuk CHO
Ewha Womans University

Seoul, South Korea

SOCIAL CAPITAL IS DEFINED AS BENEFICIAL OUTCOMES resulting from human relations, such as “networks
and the associated norms of reciprocity,” as Robert Putnam puts it. The most important element of social capital in
the information age is trust, in which many interactions occur in cyber space. Social capital, particularly trust, has
been the central theme for many disciplines, since trust is believed to promote political participation as well as
facilitate economic transactions without incurring externalities.

Previous research on trust and gender has revealed conflicting outcomes depending on research methods:
studies employing survey data fail to find any consistent pattern with respect to gender difference, while women
appear less trusting in experimental outcomes. Behavioral trust is measured by the proportion of money-giving in a
trust game, which is a variation of a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma game.

In order to clarify the ongoing confusion with respect to gender and social capital, we conducted both experiment
and survey to resolve the measurement issue first. We discovered that a survey questionnaire employed by most
social science studies to measure trust is problematic. Previous studies used the question, “Generally speaking,
would you say that most people can be trusted or you can’t be too careful in dealing with them?” The respondents
are asked to choose either “most people can be trusted” or “can’t be too careful.” This question conflates both trust
and prudence. Therefore, most studies failed to find any link between attitudinal and behavioral trust. Because we
have resolved the measurement problem of trust, we plan to apply valid measures of trust to explore gender
difference in attitudinal and behavioral trust.

Thus far, women have been found less trusting in cross-national trust games, while they do not show much
difference from men in survey data. We will first investigate whether Korean women are also less trusting, like their
counterparts in other countries. Second, if so, we will examine the reason. We suspect that women appear less
trusting since they are more cautious. We will further discuss the implication of the study with respect to women’s
political and economic participation in the information age.
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PRESENTATION 2

THE POWER OF SOCIAL MEDIA TO EMPOWER
INDONESIAN FEMALE MIGRANT WORKERS IN TAIWAN AND HONGKONG

Ms. Yuherina GUSMAN
Mercubuan University

Indonesa

INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION FAMILIAR WITH INDONESIAN CITIZENS since 1960s when the government
began to regulate the canalization of migration. The number of female migrant workers has increased significantly
since the late 1970s and simultaneously raised where recently, the majority numbers of Indonesian who migrated
are women –more than 80%. These female migrant workers work at several destination countries, mostly to Saudi
Arabia, Malaysia, Taiwan, Hong kong and Singapore, as domestic workers and caretakers.

In Taiwan and Hong kong there are more than 205,000 Indonesian female migrant workers. Currently Taiwan and
Hong kong become the favourite destination countries for Indonesian female migrant workers related to the higher
salary, better regulation and empowerment opportunities provided at those East Asia countries. In Taiwan and
Hong Kong, as hi-tech countries, technology provides significant benefits for the user included Indonesian female
migrant workers. This paper will explore the unique ways of Indonesian Female Migrant Workers in Taiwan and
Hong kong on creating new opportunities to advance their status in society, especially on how the technology
particularly social media was used as empowerment tools for Indonesia Female migrant workers in Taiwan and
Hong kong. The data shows in this research will be collected through literature reviews and interviews to Indone-
sia Female Migrant workers in Taiwan and Hongkong. The experiences of the writer as program officer to UNIMIG
(Union Migrant) Indonesia to empower Indonesian female migrants workers  in Taiwan and Hong kong will be the
secondary data to support this writing.

PRESENTATION 2

AN EDUCATION-JOB MATCH?:
Talking to Women Migrants from Eastern Visayas

Prof. MARIETA BAÑEZ SUMAGAYSAY
University of the Philippines Visyas

Iloilo City, Philippines

THERE ARE TWO REASONS FOR COMING UP with this paper. First, is to add to the number of proofs that the
education- job match of women migrant workers is low. Second, is to show that talking to the women migrants
where they are currently based is made easier by changing the manner of how a social scientist conducts her field
work.

Twenty two (22) women-migrants from Eastern Visayas were purposively chosen by five volunteer interviewers.
The latter chose any of their relatives and/or friends who are women migrant workers in any place outside the
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Philippines regardless of  the number of years that they have been working abroad. Results show that women
migrants are not relatively mobile. That is, around two-thirds of them are in jobs and/or places as their first job and/
or first place of destination when they left the country. The financial pull to move to other destinations with higher-
paying jobs is far outweighed by the woman-migrant’s fear to take risks to move to an unknown/unfamiliar destina-
tion.

While in the Philippines, women’s jobs were related to their educational preparation. Migration resulted with
women getting jobs that are unrelated to their Philippine jobs. However, after some time abroad, women-migrants
search for other jobs. These new/current jobs are more related to their first foreign jobs. However, relating these
new/current jobs to their educational preparation, the match goes as low as 40%. Issues that come alongside this
phenomenon are identified in this paper and, consequently, intervention variables are suggested.

Talking to the migrant workers is made faster, more convenient, and easier with the use of the information technol-
ogy highway. Interviews through skype, chat, FB, and the SMS proved effective tools for data gathering. One can
talk to the migrant workers at their most convenient time regardless of time zone divide. Moreover, the use of
android-based tablets and android-based smartphones releases the researcher from carrying around the heavy
survey materials in hard copies. In the long-run, these data collection tools seem to be cost-efficient and versatile
for the use of the social scientist.

CLOSING CEREMONIES

DAY 4: December 12, 2013 (Thursday0

SYNTHESIS

Dr. MARIA THERESA UJANO-BATANGAN
Deputy Director for Ressearch and Outreach Program

UP Center for Women’s Studies
University of the Philippines

Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines

Today is our last session of our 3.5 day conference.

Let us look back, as we look at the different sessions and topic discussed in the confrerence

Its hard to come up with all the points raised but I hope

The process we went trhough included attendin plenary and parallel, some are thematic while others are open
sessions.

For the plenary presentations, we have one keynote add focusing on opportunities and chyallenges for women in
the info age by Chancellor Alfonso

She challenged to be involved in creating virtual academic space for Asian women
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Maximize digitized world towards social transformation

Panels in info age, see diverwsity and similarities in the context of this particular discipline and advocacies and
challenges brought about by ICT

The different parallel session focused on specific areas and topics in the process doing wokens work and contrib-
uting knowledege on womens studies

First session—discussed cybersex work, online prostitution

Gender tech educ- engage social media, ict and life skills I the context of vaw, ict and dominance of gender
stereotypes

Global capital—women enterpreneurs, identities , CSR, VAW

Gender mobility info age—look at migration and kinship networking, women’s rights, trafficking, human capitaliza-
tion

Women and politics—wise women, cultural construct on leadership, political participation of women

Political empowerment—look into gender stereotyping and political apx, empowerment and collective action

Gender mob and HR—social cost of migration, gender impact of migration, migrants women and statelessness

Culture, mass media—online formation of lesbian, menstruation, etc

Academic—lessons learned of individuals in the academe from different UP units, mainstreaming of gender and
development in the curriculum

Young scholars—highltighted researches don by young women, spusalavuse, negoself interests among
transpinay, hetero-normative discourses in textbook

Gender, art, literature—trans national feminism, film, images and subject positioning of women, in songs part
Hiligaynon songs

Voices from Asian—cultural pratice, third wave feminism, gender

Feminists pedagogy—value of collective action, connectedness, feminism in Asia, educational policies and
program

VAW-impact of ICT domestic violence, youth leaders and gender and development

Open session—studies on engaging negotiating the indigenous in Asian women’s studies, gender justice, climate
change, maternal health, inhamates, invisbility of GAD programs

Open session—female face of the church, effect of childcare policy on women, women leaders and workplace

We saw how we were able to appreciate diversity of perspectives use of different methodologies, able to address
diversity in terms of views and lens in doing this kind of work, part perspective related to ideologies,

We also try to negotiate our disciplinal boundaries and promise of disciplinal work

We look into theoretical contribution and practical implications of the research

Traverse boundaries, discuss and debate and test our perspective

In the course of oiidng our work and promoting advocacies, we will go back to these studies and frame succeeding
researches that will contribute to this area of work along the gains we jade in this conference.
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PRESENTATION OF OFFICERS

Apologies that Chancellor Alfonso cannot make it this morning, Dr. Kim, please introduce the other council
members.

Dr Kim: Yesterday, Prof. Gigi Alfonso was elected as president and Sylvia Claudio and myself appointed and
approved as VP for the next 3 years in general assembly. I will introduce the other council members—

Dr. Shuin Rashida from Malaysia: Been one of the founding council members for quite sometime and looking
forward ot he next term and hope to contribute to the activities

Orso: Founding member of AWS Indonesia

! Thank you, I would really like to congratulate all my friends for the next leadership of this awesome group
and looking forward.

Vietnam

! I hope we have solidarity and work together

Norayda from Malaysia—new council member

! I would like to thank everyone for the trust given in me and institution KANITA in becoming the council
member of aws, KANITA has been a key player I this association and continue good work done by prof

Dr. Malakula from India

! Founding members of AWS, suffering from double identiy, been council member since we started, great
to keseur to be here and hope we have a new vision and new perspective while we carry on with the old
ones

Dr. Nelkim from Korea

! new council member

! as youngest member I wish I can contribute to AWS

Carolyn I. Sobritchea

! Founding member, sorry am late but been conversing with the new president so I can convey her plans
and kessage for the coming years

Plans and message

Chancellor Alfonso is on her way to lb for a special meeting but we have engaged conversation a while ago and
told me to convey toyou that she will take on task of next presdent of AWS, either Vietnam or Indonesia.

Other than that she commited to organize regional workshop, one or two in Manila or Palawan or Boracay. We
have a university in Palawan with a strong gender program. We had a discussion and she will convene an
advisory group and come to a consensus what would be the most pressing challenging workshop we deal with,
feminist ethics in new media, cyberspace interaction, commits in bringing us closer together, she is chancellor of
distance education in UP and her college has several degree program so she has best technology to bring us
together, commits to increase interaction among us so we will use the website. First commitment is to enrich
website: list of members, membership can be done thru website, directory of institutional and individual members,
application in the web but with mechanism of review, she commits to loeafing us in inviting university, we go to
Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia and hopefully 10 more memmbers. Link us to research and publications institution

We can have a site where all regional and intlcinferences on women may be posted so it can be accessed
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! junior scholar who wish to publish our abstract,

! interactive communication, set up a system where they can comunciate using skype.

! put all documents in website, all programs

! our inteconnectivity will be enhanced thru technology in the beginning

Guy

! She would like to set up and link national women’s orgs of Asian countries wnatin to network w AAWS

! Strenghtening of Asian women’s scholars

! Commit to workshop—connecting women’s voices I todays digital times

! Regional conference in Indonesia and Vietnam

! AAWS conference in Indonesia or Vietnam

Dr. Helen Dayo, WSAP

Good morning! In behalf of the Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines (WSAP), we would like to thank
UCWS and AAWS for having us as partners

In behalf of the WSAP board, I would like to express my thanks, we would like to inform the members that we will
have a special meeting together with the founding institutions re matters that concern us all, with plans and
program being presented, WSAP would like to have a parallel plans to fully support the joint AWS and WSAP
activities

Sumagaysay, Doray Bucoy, (VP),

WSAP will have its regional strategy planning next year

OPEN FORUM

Q: Dr. Rashida—small suggestion, if we look at the poster, I am happy that the Second Congress has been taken
on board, I suggest for the new congress if we can keep that logo for all congress so we can identify with that
symbol as the congress of AAWS.

Carol: there were question asks, what benefits does a member get? One idea that floated and may be pursued,
getting discount from feminist journals. EWAH university can take the lead. Maybe around Asia and we can hear
other suggestions on how to encourage young scholars

Kim: About discount, we will discuss but can’t make decision here. Thank you,

Guy: UPCWS would be happy to do an exchange of journals, send copy free if you send us a copy free. It doesn’t
have to be a journal, any publication, even your small newsletter might be acceptable because not all centers
might have a journal or might as muh resources but happy to have exchange

Kim: Submit a paper and if you publish a book, send us info and copy because we have book review so we will be
happy to have the review.

Vietnam: next congress will be in Vietnam and we start preparing.

Guy: regional conference Indonesia and congress in Vietnam
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Gracia (Jakarta) – result of congress? When will it be published? Selected paper to be published? Any ebook so
we can see?

Carol—conference does not have IP rights over your article that’s why all email address are there because we are
going to accept all papers and pls submit at the end of the month. We are willing to publish, will leave the directors.
EWHA is committed to publish. Something we can discuss now but all emails of paper presenters are there so the
publisher can invite you to send to them their publication. Publication industry have their own standards in using
their material you produced

Mala: I’d love to hear from you and happy to consider any kind of contribution. Or send your pieces to us as soon
as possible and there is a review process, in the interest of accedemic rigor and good quality publication is
important.

Guy—UPCWS has published thru its 25 years the Review of Women’s Studies. Dr. Kintanar our first editor hs
always been working for that journal. It is also peer reviewed. Nora Angeles is here to help young philippine
feminist scholar and need mentoring, on how to publish, part internaional ones, I cannot promise that Dr. Angeles
will go to all Asian countries but for Philippine women, we can help you get in touch with her.

Carol—I am editorial pard of four other feminist journal, will request staff to send your abstracts to all these journal.

Doray—The secretariat of this conference has been doing a tremendous job and look forward that proceedings
will be published inmediately, online publication for ready access. It is important we have all these publications
because we are reliant on western journals. Even in the university, we are asked to publish in internaitonal journal.
She mentioned that the inputs of women who do productive work, creative work, reproductive work is tremendous
but not taken account if our scheme. Maybe we can also have posters.

Helen—WSAP have our won journal collaborating with RWS and that would be one of our major plan to revive our
journal

Jan –does the qssociations have stable junior affilaites base who are directly affiliated with women’sstudies, to
help the association w r4esearch, publication and necessary leg work ?

Kim: EWha alumna might be youth group for AAWS. These young acitvists and schlars may be our group and
more junior young scholars for this network.

Hasan (Bangladesh)—this is the first time I have attended this congress and suggestions are good and I think we
need to be more focused on sustainability and results-based management and results-oriented. In the future on
strategic planning if they have workshop on strategic  planning on how this association will move forward and set
out fragmented planning and indicators and what are the goals,? And the gaps? I’m heading an organization in
Bangladesh. I can see the differences that organizaitons are having, financial part be sustainable to move forward
for the association. There is a need for a secretariat that need to be stable.

Randy—accommodated other, apart from scholarly works? Suggestion that we come up other mechanism to
accommodate multi-media works, photo essays? So we can usher in the new generation and ensure continuity.
May we use creative commons licenses in the spirit of sharing built on these common ground so that when
integration comes we are ready to contribute for the development of women’s studies

Jieun—I suggest that we create a research group on specific theme – migration, women’s studies, technology and
create small group to meet and research and publish and share our knowledge production, in terms of journal
distribution the best way to – in future create our won journal (AWS).

Guy: I also forgot to announce that all copies of RWS from first volume to latest are available free online and can
be downloaded.

Blue girl: Suggestion for photo exhibition, founding members of women’s studies in each country can have the
photo exhibit of their contribution.
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Aileen: As instructed by co editor, we do have free back issues online that can be downloaded. acws.ewha.ac.kr

LAST COMMENTS

Guy—just thinking yet ahead because we are still working with this conference and touring and first stop is UCWS.
I encourage you to consider whether Filipina or guests on how many of the programs of the center could be venue
for continuing cooperation. S UPCWS I would, of course, pledge our support as we have shown in this conference
to the WSAP and AAWS. I look forward to AAWS now having a stronger Philippine-based and many of you are
activist scholars and when you able to rotate the leadership and secretariat to another country to another place,
that begin in many synergestic opportunities. Look forward to working closely with council AAWS and founding
group in Korea and discuss how to move forward, MOA with EWAH.

Kim – as VP for new group, I am happy that the Philippine women’s studies team are now leading the AWS and
been involved in this network for almost 15 years qnrelaisxed that most important elements for making this network
possible is friendship and kind of reciprocal sisterhood. Maybe we are in the stage of building up our friendship
and sisterhood. I am happy to be with the Philippine feminist friends and scholars. I can contribute by providing the
historical experience and background of Asian feminist network. Philippine and feminist network is very strong and
we admire as organized and connected. We can birnkireaqn experience and other country experience in sister-
hood.

Helen—Thank you, espeically who came from farthest Mindanao to Manila and persons from Asian countries. It is
getting more exciting to be working with the AAWS. We continue working on the WSAP mandate, vision, of
strenghtening our women’s studies in the Philippine context. Our network with the AAWS brought us to the
realization that WSAP should be in the same page as that of the AAWS. We will craft specific programs that will
embody women and gendr studies in the Philippines.

Doray—morning many WSAP members coming from Mindanao. Part of our commitment is bring discourse to these
places. If we place this to cebu many of you will come. Bring ijgfmeinsit discourses to educational institution in our
regions. Most researches are fom Manila. We’d like to revive researches in Cebu and Mindanao.

We will continue in gender sensitizing a lot of our teachers, conduct feminist research, pedagogy training. Pledge
more publications for Guy and come up with more teaching modules to help teachers in doing feminist pedagogy.

Tess: Thank you to all the organizations committed in advancing discourse of women’s right feminist studies in
their own context in the region. May I ask Dr. Chang Pilwha to give comments

Dr. Chang Pilwha: As outgoing president I have to say my deepest heartfelt thanks to everyone concern to
everyone involed in making this 3rd congress such a success and we had a moving dinner assembly last night
where we had jovial process of electing new president and welcoming member of the council. It is the trust we had
on each other that it has been possible to move along this far from the foundation and I really appreciate the
contributions hidden and obvious made by the founding council members to get us along this far. You ask me
about future direction? I think the most important element we have to keep going is mutual trust and respect of
ourselves and our sisters, that we can make it. Belief in ourselves and sisters seems to be very important, as we
discuss yesterday that women’s rights are Human Rights. We have been fighting for human rights as women’s
right, though we have a lot further to go in pursuing human rights of women at the same time we need to recognize
our responsibility to create new paradigm and glad that new council members are convince in this direction of new
age that the spirit is sharing and expanding the sphere of commons. So this recognition and commitment to share
more is the guiding spirit for the new paradigm. Thank you for the efforts of staff and organizers who have ren-
dered their invisible labor. UPCWS and WSAP. Thank you very much.

Tess: Summary of main points raised:

! One of the areas in succeeding acitvities of organization, regional conference and regional congress—
stated that it will be in Indonesia and Vietnam, respectively.
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! Continuity—logo of congress be maintained and symbol as next congress and provide continuity

! Publications—commitments from different universities, CWS, EWHA, ensuring discounts, exploring
possibilities providing discounts to scholars, ensuring exhange of publication, working toward reonal(?)
publication in the future

! Publication of proceedings—on online publication of papers sponsored by UPCWS, possibility of ending
article for review of AJWS, RWS. You can provide them copies of articles and go through peer reveiw

! Look into creating research groups where young and more senior scholars will be able to exhacnge
ideas and work on part research topics and share resources: migration, use of technology

! Addressing organzational matters – strategic planning, focus issue of sustainability (financial)

! Explore next congress alternative ways of presenting studies in the area and explore other domains,
multimedia presentation in sharing what we have done in the area of women and gender studies

! Leaders in our region and highlight importance of networking and nurture our historical experiences and
net congress we should have exhibit for exemplary program in the area of women’s studies.

! Important to nurture friendship and sisterhood because this will move us forward in our networking in the
region

CLOSING MESSAGE

Dr. Sylvia Estrada-Claudio

! I’m not normally proud of hierarchy but the reason I say that because I am a university official and to give
recognition the role of academics and how far gender studies have gone far, and director of our center is
university official.

! We are so busy this December in this University especially the relief operations that we have been doing.

! UPCWS is also one of the founding and institution member of WSAP and so we are honored to be able to
help them and work with WSAP to have its congress. As we have explained, Dr. Sobritchea is one of the
founding council members of the AWS and the previous director of UPCWS and we are happy to help
with the 3rd Congress of AAWS. When the previous site of 3rd Congress since June while I was having
executive check up and put electrodes in me to monitor my heart rate, I received a call from Dr. Sacaloling
form Korea saying we are hositng the Asians Studies conference this December and the technician said
you haven’t had your exercise yet but your heartbeat is already increasing.

! One condition both congresses be held at the same time

! Joint congress and conference is another example of importance of solidarity among women’s studies
scholars. Some people think that because we are in the academe, we are in a privileged position. But we
are aware that we’ve been in the university women’s scholars part. Feminist continue to battle with the
discriminations and help us would be able to help other women who reject careerism, hierarchies and all
this silly power plays. Again we prove that the kind of power we love and keep is power to be in solidarity
and power to accomplisyh our aims. Some people who have the right to be recognized in this conference
and ask the audience to use the calories you had during snack and warm applause to the following
people and have named each—

! Carol Sobritchea
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! Asian Center

! Kind of feminist leadership where the leader i

! Dr. Tess Ujano-Batangan, deputy director for training and outreach

! Eric Manalastas, deputy director for research and publication

! Gina Chan and Maya Tamayo, training and outreach

! Hender& Adrienne, publication group

! Admin: Ilene de Jesus, Dhang Sioson, Al Sustituido,

! Sandra, charm,

! I invite you to join us in our open house.

! I wish you all safe travels, since you are in our hearts you must come back to us and return to us because
our hearts will be happy again.

DECLARATION

Ki & Helen Dayo

I close the congress of AAWS and see you in 2016 in Veitnam.

In behalf of the Women’s Studies Association of the Philippines, we formally close the 3rd AAWS and 9th WSAP
Congress


